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••••
HEAVY RAIN
PROPERTY
CITIZENS FEEL
INCONVENIENCE
Broadway Cellars Flooded.
Streets Under Water and
School Dismissed
FEW PEOPLE ABLE TO SLEF.P.
Extremely Warm Last Night and the
Atmosphere Was Close in Pa-
ducah Bedrooms.
ReINFALL *BOUT TWO IN
It was queer weather Pactecabans
exeerienced last night. rew. ottld
sleep soundly last night. Few could
cover was too theavy at times. tot-
dents reported that they awoke If
a dozen times during the night, per-
spiring.
Rain began falling between W VIA
10 o'clock. It began with a steady
shower, at times the water falling so
heavy that street crossings were
flooded. Towards daylight the rain
Increased and at 5 o'clock was cone
!lig down in a sheet.
.Engineers report water everywhere.
Betoen Pad-ucah and c4ro and Pa-
ducah ttid Mayfiele it sta ds in larg
- bodies and. every creek is carrying it
to Wes river 1,0 great wiliime. •
Mui Deerage Dene.
eince PO O'ciock last 'night ne
3 !noble of rain nave 41143, and
complaints have been hee\rd Atha
months. The storm wvae- •
Trine:tie street and th4
-road is stopped up and
Trimble streets are und
Broadway. was'delti
cella LIS are fee. A.
wait egger-deater, 42
ports that a defective
eller to he' flooded t
010-' see-41Ni paper,
piano ihirttamaged t
$1,01e0.
iteedeets beyond an o nd Th r
teenth endeeeekson et ta are clam-
dring for siderite/et '04 Thirteenth
street to the WersbIngton school build-
ing on Brositway. Sebiboi children
-were compelled to mien iffeheel this
morning on account of
able street.
The Jeffe.een trehoce et and
le le not h
use of def
ndent loth notified
c work*. to ehis ef-
fect -this morning and steps will be
tak to have the sewers repaired.
"We made a personal examination
of the city sewers in that territory,"
Superintendent Leib stated this morn-
ing. "The mentole running to *w-
ent coming from the Jefferson school
Is full of water and It all runs down
Into the basement, which is lower
than the manhole. This backs the
water and debris from the lavatory
into our furnace rooms and it rises to
the fire boxee making it imposelble
-10 build a Are.
Prof. Hoes Marooned.
vy rains resulted in Professor
Ross. principal of the Jefferson
I, being marooned for some time
nine, the first time in the pate
years he has indicated he could.
at to ienool in time. His school
leave: however.
will be a little iatie".he tele-
to lineerintendent Leib. "You
e rains have placed my resi-
n an Wand and I .have sent
egon to get nee out."
seer R088 Lives at Monroe
Nese* streets. ,
Hard on Tracks.
at deal of damerte
tercet w re
S DAMAGE
IN PADUCAH
schedules -and earsare run on, sched-
ule time.
Island Creek Running Algid.
Island creek is running hi -b, an6
property is in danger of (tentage. One
gasoline boat, the "Hazel," owned by
Charles Hun, sank this' morning be-
fore lines could be made seder° and
the water kept out. Several shanty
boats were torn loose from their
moorings, and everything in the
creek and near its mouth was watched
from eaely- morning to prevent their
being torn loose.
A message received today from
Nortonville stated that the water is
barked over the Iletnols Central rail
road tracks at that place. Backwater
in the creeks and branches is threat-
eniag.
OPERATOR DISAPPEARS.
ailed to Deliver Orders4tio One aline
III-Fated Trains.
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 2.—John Tynes,
a telegraph operator at Voltam), who
it is said was responsible for the
wreck has disappeared. It Is claimed
he failed to deliver orders to the west
bound train.
METROPOLIS BOY DIES.
Shoots Himself in Hand With Deadly
Walter G. K
80U of Herman
lite cited today teal
himself ha the hMed
with a toy pistol.
istol.
, six years old,
per, • Metropo-
e shot
day
G WEATHER
130NrED COPS WAS
OF' LAST NIGHT.
c Was Late in Reporting and
3V111 have Another Trial
Tonight.
ng, at Twenty-fourth and
way."
This was one of the reports-earning
Into Captain Frank Harlan at the
police station. It shows that the ad-
ditional men on the force and cover-
ing a comparative increased terri-
tory, and police protection is had. to
the very outskirts of the city.
"Only one man 'flunked,'" Mier of
Police James Colltns stated We- morn
ing. "Last night was a tough night
to send any new men out, but only One
!Sailed, and that was a patrolman on
the Third street beat. He reported
late and did not get on, but tonight'
he wili be given another trial.
"The men have no uniforms but
they will be here in two weeks with
the stars and ail policemen will be
uniformed."
British Fleet tanning.
London, Jan. 2.—The British gov-
ernment announces It will send sev-
eral of its best cruisers to take part
In the ceremonies of opening the
Jameetown exposition next spring
Rear Admiral Neville will cotnnuand
the fleet.
THIRTY PEOPLEDEAD.
_AS RESULT OF WRECK
* 'ON THE ROCK ISLAND.
Topeka,. Kaseeanee---Weet and
east hound plitteenger trains on
the Rock Island collided near
Volland this rtinrnIng. According
to Superintendent Rourke, 30
persons were killed and forty in-
jured. Ten bodies were recover.
.'c! from the smoking car of the
west hound, train, nine of whom
were Mexicans. The smoker was
loaded with Mexican laborers
who metaled to suffer moat. The
haggaete ear raised *winker roof
and lodged on the oectipanta,
crushing them. The baggage ear,
air cars and a tourist
n the west hound train
eel. Roth trains are
he Califortutle. Mexico
SAYE THOUSANDS
7,0 SCHOOL PUPILS
Do Idntitieftion Cards Is
sued By Traction Company
Superintendent Lk+ Estimates That
the Half Fares Amount to ,
$17 Daily.
NEW CARDS GIVEN OUT TODAY
Superintendent Lieb, of the public
schools, completed making out the
Identification cards last night for pu-
pils ail over the city whereby they
are et:tabled to ride on the street cars
for halt fare. These cards are not
made out er pupils between the ages
of 5 and 12 years, who ride for half
fare by 'city ordinance. They are giv-
en to those pupils above 12 years
who on pesentation to the cotiduc-
tor. may ride for half fare.
This arrangement was made by,
Superintend. nt Lieb with Manager
Bleecker of t le street railway com-
pany and reale-eta credit on the su-
perintendent for hit'unsolielted in-
Renee in the pupils, as well as the
courteey afforded by Manager Bileec-
ker. Superintendent "deb explained
the advantages along general princi-
ples, of allowing pupils of .the pub-
lic schools to ride on lealf fare, and
Manager Bleecker arranged the plan
of identifleation cards.
Superintendent Lieb says they
gave $17 a day for the 351) pupils
who use them. With twenty school
days In the truth, and ten months
in. -the year, the saving will approxi-
mate $3,000 in the school year.
As the eards extend the privilege
only on school days, they were with-
drawn during the,helidays, and to
prevent confusion, a new-.,.color of
card was issued for the late half of
the year. On the cards, the color of
the eyes, hair, age and other points
of identification are given, and the
making out of these cards kept. ett-
pert n teed-eft -Lieb busy 'several burs,
in eider to give teem to the pupils
today.
SCHMITZ IS REFUSED TRANSFER.
Attorney for San Francisco Mayor
Again Moves for Early Trial.
San F ra n c I sco,143ft. 2. —Presi d i ag
Judge Graham today deniece-the mo-
tion made on behalf of Mayor Schmitz
to withdraw from Judge Dunne's
court the cases now pending there on
the indictments and to reassign them
to another department. Assistant
District Attorney Honey presented a
counter affidavit, which was a review
of alt the proceedings in the Schmitz
case before Judge -Dunne. °Attorney
Barrett, for Schmitz, asserted that his
client had been begging for an imme-
diate trial,- but was not permitted to
go to trial sithply because he would-
not go to the co-defendent, nue. and
ask hem to abandon his motion pond
ing before Jude Dunne.
ILINOIS CENTRAL LOSES FIGHT.
Must Furnish Cars to Illinois Coal
Company.-
St. haul. Mo., Jan. 2:—Judge CI:
A. Finkettiburg of the United States
efefrict court today ordered the Illi-
nois Central railroad to furnish cent
to the mines of the Missouri and D-
enote coal company at Wilderman
and Freeburg. in St. Clair county,
Illinois. The order was made on the
reeoninwedatiens of Special Master
in'e/rencery James A. Seddon who
beard the coal compaieee.complaint
that the railroad emnpany was dis-
criminating against It In favor of Its
competito. • Yhe fee of the Master
in Chancery is $3 000 and costs $1.-
Se& all of which tee come iteasked
to tax against, the railroad company.
HUSBAND SHOOTS WIFE-
INSTEAD OF BURGLAR
M'CREW SUCCEEDS
Fifa' Mistake of George C. C.HEAD OF PENNSY
Kolb, 403 South Fifth,
This MorningPhiladelphia, Jan, 2.—JamesCrew, former vice president of the
Pennsylvania railroad, in charge
of the lines west of Pittsburg was
elected today president of the com-
pany to succeed the late A. J. Cassatt.
The ohoice_was made at 'a special
meeting of the board of directors.
SHOOT MASHERS.
Drastic Order Issued by Alton, Ill.,
Cltiew of Polka.
Altore Ill., Jan. 2.—Orders were
issued to the police todp..y, by Chief
of Police Maxwell to.-etiOot\ at mash-
ers who annoyed women, on the street
and attempted to escape arreet. The
order followed an unsuccessful at-
tempted by Chief Maxwell to hit a
masher at whom he fired. The chief
chased the masher two blocks, and
because the latter. failed to obey the
command to .hslt two btrIlets were
fired after him without effect other
than to increase his speed.
London Has Another Fire.
tiondon,.Ky., Jan. 2.— Almost an
entire Week of business buildings
was burned today with a heavy loss.
This block adjoins a block which
was entirely destroyed by fire Octo-
ber 16.
PNEUMONIA
COMPLICATES WOUND AND F. J.
SEBREE MAY NOT RECOVER.
Aged Meni Freetured Rite irederieee
Pte-etrated Plertra—Well-
Known Citiiete
Hypestatic pneumonia has devel-
oped in the case of F. J. Sebree, of
Seventh sheet and Kentucky avenue,
who fell In his yard Monday night
and fractured three -rile,. While go-
Ong after some kindling, in his back
yard, Mon lay night at 7 o'clock, Mr.
Sebree stumbled and It. the fall frac-
tured three of his ribs on the right
aide, one of which punctured tbe
pleura. The latter accident is serious
and with pneumonia setting in it is
not thought he will recover. Mr. Se-
bre() Is 72 years old and is one of the
older residents of the city and for
a„ long time was in the tobacco ware-
house business here. He is the father
In law of Mr. S. K. Hale, at whose
'residence he lives. Dr. H. P. Sights
reduced the, fractures.
TRIES TO KILL JUDGE.
He Decided Suit Agisinst Her—Aim
Was Bad.
St. Louis Jan. 2.-- 'Apparently in-
censed at a recent decision In a suit
involving the estate of her father,
Miss Rom Well attempted to•assassi-
nate Judge McDonald shetitiy after
he reopened court today. Her aim
was unsteady. The bullet pureed close
to the judge's head. The excited wo-
man was overpowered and the weap-
on taken from her.
Ceased Dead.
Nee York, Jan. 2.--Two young
men are dying in a hospital, and a
third is badly *minded, as the result
of ati outbreak today by an Italian
supposed to he Ineane _lie
tits revolver at three men walking
along the street eith threit girls.
Faithful Pony Returns And ,Stands
Guard By Body of Little Mistress
Pieghtening at a etymon erarer
thr3a dir oily ender Its feet- be'
miac mow boy*, a Shetland pony
terser fele Catharime Wilkerson, 10
years fold, toethe ground, seriously
Injuriig her and after running a
99 Opp0;1, tufted, and looked
hi silent form in the street.
trg, the pony stood
until ale canoe.
a daughter
one, rarely ever Mlle.-mew at an
thtu- itftourieocer as she- ememmenismassessasiarensumematteeeleiess
was riding on Sixth Wriest emir *ed-
ition street, several boys w
fitg ea nnon crackers, Pee •
near the pony. He tight
and cleltberatele do
arie ti neer the pony's
Mon se ft-tightened the pebr
stood up on his bine legs and
Was levied to the leveret eh
sleet
Mrs. Kolb Walks to Window And Mr.
Kolb, Suddenly Awakened, Fires
With Accurate Aim
SHE HAS A CHANCE TO RECOVER
Mistaking her fer a burglar, Mr.
George C. C. Korb, shot and prob-
ably fatally wounded his wife this
morning at 3 o'clock, at their home,
403 South Fifth street.
Mrs, Georgia Lyle, Mrs. Kolb's
mother, is prostrated and the hus-
band is crazed with grief. The acci-
dent spread sorrow generally, both
Mr. Kolb and his wife being well
known and popular in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Kolb- sleep on the
second floor. -Mr. Kolb_ always
sleeps with a revolver under his pil-
low, and this morning at 3 o'clock
was awakened. He saw a form com-
ing towards him from the window. He
had been awakened by a noise of
some kind, and his first thought was
of a burglar.
Without a word he pulled, the pis-
tol, a 32 caliber, from under his pil-
low, raised himself suddenly and
fired once,
His aim was accurate and his vic-
tim fell with a moan to the floor.
The husband altuost instantly
realized his mistake and shouting ex-
eitedly summoned other members of
the family. Physicians were sum-
moned and Dr. J. D. Robertson was
on the scene almost by the time Mrs.
Kolb was tenderly laid on the bed.
It was found th-at the bail had pen-
etrated the chest under the collar
bone and grazed the lungs. The pa-
tient was not wholly conscious, and
In no condition to give any account
of -why she was up. Dr. Robertson
remained at her bedside until 9
o'clock, when he was relieved, by Dr.
Frank Boyd, who had been called in
consultation.
Mr. Kolb- wae seen this morning.
He was much worked up over the toad
accident and made a brief statement
as follows:
"I was awakened at 3 o'clock this
morning and saw a form coming to-
wards me directly in line with the
window. I thought it to be a burglar,
and withtut a secoad thought rose
and shot. The ball hit my wife, and
she has not been in a condition to ex,
plain what she was doing."
The Physician's Statement.
The patient's condition grew
slightly better about 9 o'clock and
aroused some hope,- the, physicians
saying that they thought she had a
chance for recovery, but the bullet
was not removed and no operation
was risked.
Mrs. Kolb is 26 years old, the
daughter of Mrs. Georgia Leee wid-
ow of the late Tom Lela one of the
most prominent residents of Padu-
cah he was married about five
years ago., She is a sister to Mr.
Edgar Lyle manager oethe Palmer
billiard parlors, and also of Mr. Tom
tele, of Little Rock. Ark. She was
born and reeled, in Padieesek And as
graduated from the public schools.
Mr. Kolb is also a native of Padu-
cah. and of one of the best German
families. He is a brother to Council-
man Louis Kolb and has been con-
necteddering the past year with the
DuBois-Kolb Drug company. He and
his brother withdrew several months
ago and have organized a drug com-
pany., intending to tale possession of
.-heir new store this week. It is lo-
cated on Third street eetween Jeffer-
son street and Brotetway.
Theory of the eccident.
Mrs. Kolb had doubtless been to
the window to close it. Residents all-
over Paducah last night were rest-
less on aeoount of oppressive had. It
is supposed- that the window was up
and she had arisen to close it, the
noise awakening her hueband who ob-
served her returning and tired.
„, -
$100,000 Tenement Fire.
New York, Jan. 2.—Throngs of
tenement dwellers were driven from
thee homes early this morning and
two entire blocks were menaced by
one of the fierce* 'blazes Of tbe•win
ter, while firemen stood looking on
helpless to fight the flames because
lack of wieer-e-resirere. The loss
is estimated at $1.00,4e00.
TOY PISTOL CAUSES
ANOTHER DEATH FROM
DREADFUL TETANUS.
Tetanus, resulting from a
wound -from a blank cartridge
pistol, claimed its emelt victim
elNeenewning at .1 o'clock when
Clarence Reeves, colored, 10
years old, died at his father's'
home, 1224 South Eighth Meet.
'He was the son of *miry Reeves.
The-bershertehtnatielf in the left
hand with one of tee "toy" pis.
1018. A physician was called two
day!' ago end found blood pohe
oning about to set in with indi-
cations of loceitese Testy refer-
red the curie to etty Physician
Bass who took charge. This
morning the boy teed. The hody
will be hurled tomorrow morn-
ing at 10 o'clock In Oak Grove
cemetery.
WFATITHIlimairtain end warmer
tonight. Thunder rain with
colder by night. The highest
teterreture reached yesterday
was eit and the lowest today
was '44.
GLASS PLANT
\
t
WILL B4 SECURED IF elETIZENS
HIOLP COMM IftEE.
Harry M. Finley, Owner of Concern,
Is in Padticab--Meeling Will Be
Held Tonight,
Mr. Harry M. Finley, •of Muncie,
Ind., °weer of the glass plant, which
Paducah Is strive.* to secure, Is in
the city and the Oommercial club
coMmittees are working earnestly to
raise the $1-5,040 bonus. :They are
meeting with success, but there are
still several thousand dollars to be
raised. Those who subscribed aro
not obligated to contribute unless the
fie!. amount is secured. Another
meeting of the committee will be held
tonight at 7:310 o'clock at the Cele-
trierclal club, 406 Broad-way'.
Investigate Accidents.
Waabingtee, Jan. 2,—Arroireee by
the -recent series of horror* of the
rails, the interstate eommerce com-
nrietslon, it was learned today, will
send. a .sisesatiattal report -to congress,
probaely within a few days after ,ne
Ilawmtkere *reconvene. The report
will einem"-, the results of an Means-
live Investigation made by experts in-
to the belick signal and salty se-
pltanee problem, anti it was intimated
that, in view ef the recent "prevent-
able seeklentio," atteedee wee greate. .
lose of life, scene suggitettons Which •
weeequine the ibteAret of erorr erase
alma -ts-1. • _ .
t.
I
he Kentucky SALTED OIL WELL
,
' SAY SKEPTICAL
Jail 2
BOTH
Wednesday N
The Natural
ROBERT Fill
EM 545.
In He Great Comedy 1111111a 8111111alit
A Fight for Love
\ Assisted by
Miaset Juliet May tilfforcil
And a eapabie company.
A Refilled Dramatic oil Scieatific Emit
See Fitzsimmons
In a sensational 3-round glove
- contest.
In a marvelous bag punching ex-
hibition.
Make a horseshoe in full view of
the audience.
Prices: 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00.
Scats on sale 'tuesday, 9 a. m.
Thursday Night Jan. 3
Harry Askin Presents the Popular
Musical Success
"THE UMPIRE"
Merry, Mirthful and Melodious. One
entire year in Chicago.
Fred Mace
In the title role and the same superior
company seen at the Grand .
Opera Rouse. Chicago.
"The Sun That Shines in Dixieland,"
one of the most tuneful songs
heard in years, and there
are eight others.
See the Great, Football Game, Yells
and Colors Used.
The Famous Original Broilers
PERFECT CHORUS OF FIFTY
Prices: 25, 30, 50, 75, till and $1.50
Seats on male Wednesday 9 a. m.
FRIDAY NIGHT, JAN.4
Modieska's
Farewell
Her Adieu to the American Stage.
Positively the final appearance
of the Peerless Artiste
Madame Helena Modjeska
Presenting in the principal cities of
the United States her greatest success
"Mary Stuart"
Supported by a Specially Selected
Company
Madame Modjeska as Mary Steart,
Queen of Scots—A Prisoner in Eng-
land. 
states have stopped It, and Kentucky
Two car loads of special scenery. 
ton. when R wakes 011
Poeitively the greatest social event of 
But the strange paid is that peo
. the SeaSOIL p:e will take such chances with their
Prices -Entire Orchestra, $1.50; first eyes. The 
country is overrun —with
three rows of Balcony, $1.00; next two mein calling themselves "eye. tree/eat-
rows, 'Sc: balance of Balcony, 50e: gal- lets,"and "optic specialists," who
lery , 25e and 35c. knew nothing whatever about the
Seats on sale Thursday 9 a. m. e3 es, who tell you anything to get
your money, and sell you braes for
gold. -
A few days ago a man from the
country came to my ofilee hunting
for a "specialist" who sold him some
g.arees which he could not wear He
had the =tn.& .address u a_pleee of
paper, No: 629 Main street, Paducah,
Ky. Of course there is no such street
here.
Twelve liarrehi of Petroleum
Hauled to Farm
Experts Do Net-Belk•ve Ruiner, Be-
cause •Punisieneut for Fraud
Is Certain.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS AROUSED
•
McIt;
titrisboro, I11, Jan. 2.— This
surrounding country and in
fact ceenoet all of Southern Illinois is
In a state of tense excitement con-
cerning the rainOt that the oil well
scieently' brought an on the farm of
Genera: James A. Cazupbell nearithis
city was "salted." During the pa.st
few days the rumor that 12 barrels
of crude oil were emptied- into the
hole im order to convince some one
that the well was genatne has be-
came more persistent than ever and
farmers owuing pioperty in the vi-
cinity of the hoe who could sell
t'aeir farms for fabulous prices should
the well be genuine are threatening
to use any means to sift the meter
to the bottom and ascertain whether
or not the hole 'ts dry and and has
been "salted" as reported or contains
oil in paying quantities.
Twelve barrels of crude oil were
'hipped from the Bridgeport district
to Enfield and hauled- from that clty
to the web by wagon. Every trace of
the barrels has since ddsappeared.
The two men who hauled the oil
from Enfield to the well both bear
goocj reputations here: They say that
they hauled the oil an] that their
entice% Were paid for by the head
driller at the we:I. Nei:her of them
knows whst has since become of the
12 bermes or their contents. The
head driller, who hired the men to
haul She oil -will not -talk but it is
said that he claims tit's well to he
genuine.
The sior'es sent out from this city
saying that streams of oil had flowed
rough the fields and in the ditches
near the ivell are false. Vere'few
traees of oil can be found even
arceint. the derrick flow.
Talks on Eyes
By
DR. M. STEIN FELD
MATINEE AND NIGHT
Saturday, January- 5
The Season'tEvent
B. C. Whitney's
Piquant Musical Mixture
"ISLE OF SPICE"
Book and Lyrics by Allen Lowe and
George E Stoddard. elaborated and
ampl I tied by Frederick Ranbin, author
of -11appyland," —rho-Gingerbread
Mm," etc. Music by Paul phinclier
and Ben Jerome. TwentY song bits
and unique dances. The peer of .all
musical comedies.
The Original Production
Con pany of en People—u0
Positively the greatest, prettiest
• - -friostiog,....aating. and clatiejng caotria
ever organized. Entire product/ton Is
richly staged, handsomely gowned,
cleverly acted, perfectly presented.
Pricers, Matinee: 500,15e anda1.
00,
Children 3.5c. Night Prices: 25e, 35c
tic, $1.00 and $1.50. .
Seata en sale Friday 9 a. m
"Going to give Charlie a sulk caee
for Chrkstmet••" .
"Tele He's been prareieing law for
_Asa*. and iikitn't..hed a • 
• r
A leading pls....L..1z asked me the
other day "Why are so many fakirs
allowed to go around the country
claiming to tit g:asices sad- ruin-tag
people's eyes? Why' don't they pass
a law and atop it?" Some of the
f
say can you see?
A gentle nan was telling me today
of a great "opecialist•' who called at
his house .and wanted -to .fit him
glasses. Ile - had just come from
Washington, he said, and 'had fitted
President Roosevelt with glasses a
few days before..
It is surprising how many people
can he taken in by a man like that.
And later they come to me to have
their- eve. fitted right, after the harm
has been done.
-Tale chances_ with your eves If
you will and later rue the day. Tam-
per With them if you please. They
are yours. They aren't preys nor
delicate. Ton ran get along 'without
them by aid, of a boy, 'or at dog and
strilag.
Eyes Examined Free
Steinleld Optical Co.
Optical iiesdaisrfen at Prate'.
THEATRICAL .POTES-
ymmivmmowftpmenemwmpimw
Bob Feteellumons. qago critles.
say Is -funnier than Ed-
Bob Fassimmons appears at the 
idle Foy, Edity Torrington, for three
Kentucky tnoater tonight in"A Fight 
/ seasons prima donna eeih the origi-
for Love." The piece will coata
la
thrilling melodrama, affords "Lank
y
Bob" an oPportuntty to panris t
he
bag, shoe a horse, box with his s
par:
ring partner and display his m
anly
talents from every view point.
Modjeaka's Farewell.
• Modjeska will say farewell at 
The
Kentucky next Friday night b
efore
one of the largest_ and. most bril
liant
audiences ever gathered in that play
house. The movement to make 
the
performance tate the form of a tes-
timonial, as has been the ease In all
nal, "Burgomaster" company; Guel-
mie Baker.. Harry Hanlon, Bradlee
Martin, Katherine Bunn, George
Dasuerel, Helene Salinger, bert
Young., Jesele Courtney and Jessie
Huston.
"Isle of Spire."
B. C. Whitney's musics: comedy
will present the "Isle of Spice" at
The Kentucky Saturday zatinee and
night. If ever se theatrical attraction
may lay claim to the ,often misused
title of "Metropolitan success, The
Madame Helena Modjeska, in "Mary 
Stuart" at The Kentucky Prides
nights.
other citiea 'where the great Polish
aeTresti hi-a—sairioodbye this
hag been entirely suctessfnl.While on
every side are heard regrets that
Modjeska has really' decided to - re-
tire from public life, the determina-'
tion seems to be to make the occasion
one of joyous good will. It is cause
for congratulation.- that at this last
time Modjseka will appear as "Marie
Stuart,"
-The Umpire.
' Baseball and football are the live-
ly thernes,which give zest to "The
Umpire." the long run musical come-
dy wonder, diie at The Kentucky on
morrow night. Besides possessing
a rational and interesting story, of
certain dramatic episodes concerning
a eorporation "Grafter," a United
States tkiplomatic ageztt, a baseball
Umpire and other interesting per-
sons, it contains amusing reflections
on the national games. "Ths tree
pire" claims the virtue of modern
'drag worked out and set in a de-
lig'ntful barkground of music danc-
ing and comedy. In the compan
y
which _Manager Askin will present
bore are Fred M. whom the Ch
t-
"Isle of Spiee may; for within the
a It has played
150 nights In Chicag.e, 150 in Boston r/
and 150 In New Yori\cee., nd wiV
be presented here with the iden*a:
company :centty- electrical effects
and stage mechanism that/h4re bad
much to do with it. popelarity. The
book of the "Isle of Spice" is by Al.
Len Lowe and Geoege E. Stoddard,
the music being "by...yaul Schindler
anrillen M. Jeierne. It telts the„story
Of Bompopka, the sixty-seventh king
of Nicobar, an island in the China
§ea, north of Japan. According to the
laws of the island, when the queen
consort reaches the age of 30 she is
sect to the tomb of silence. The first
queen is alreatry there, and the sec-
ond hes but three weeks longer to
share the thrqz...% At this interesting
stage a war balloon from a U. S.
quitter lands on the island with two
sailore, who immediately start to
make things hum. The nabives con-
elder them messengers from the tem
and high honors are showered upon
them. The-king, who ts bankruptbe-
lievss they will produce unlit:sated
wealth, considering them to be, wiz-
ards.
WESTERN STATES MUS
T RELIEVE IT.
e
Pete/Z4
MAIIEMORE27NE SI10E.5 THAN ANY
OT/IL-R 1-10115T /N TIVE WEST
$3.00
A handsome new st
yle in
our Diamond Special 
Grade
that will give the finishing
touch to any costume.
This is only one of our new patterns.
Ask your dealer to show
 nu his styles of
Piamond Brand Shoes. 
He should have
them in A gracks, at all 
prices, for men
as v:z11 as-for women 
and children.
erD14AIONO BAND.51f0EAWIERaj
GREAT
REDUCTIONS
On Smoking Jackets,
Robes, Suspenders,
leckwear, Sweaters
011E-FOURTH OFF
YI
this cla
and to se
tory we h
regular pr
All smok
fourth off.
All loung
fourth off.
AL PRICES
tmas sOopping
raid on all of
grad,. goods,
before inven-
e knife to the
one-
one-
All fine susp one-
fourth off.
All men's, boys', ladi s and
N children's sweaters one-fourth
off.
This is a good time to lay in
a sup1 of any of these very
useful aitiles. Its a money
saving sale.
*"...MI"N1/45'4""4(418
Icir. 409- 413 BRO
M)WAY.
Will Enact Dractic Laws This C
oin. When Well-Known Paducah People 
ing Session.
Chicagc, Jan. 2.—Legislators of
the western states are girding o
their armor for the most brilliant
fight they ever made for the 'square
deal. Advance Information from the.
various capitals Indicates that public
abuses will be enacted thao during
any previous single period, .in• the
history of the west. Likewise there
promises to be more specaeutar bat-
tles on the floors of:the state assem-
blies. than ever before.
Atetlarnee on Duty..
1
Two points made clear by Chief
of Police Collins Is his instructions
to pelleemeff yeeterdey were In regard
to the use of tobacco and liquor while
on duly. He Liforrned members of the
force that no one would be allowed to
ernoke or take a 4-rink on duty, and
tfie rube is te be et-Melly ccaforeed.
PILES• CURED IN TO 14 OaN
S
Palo 0•NttliCPT th snaranterA to core say.
case of Rating. gibte. Bleeding or protractive
Piles *a 6 teis daps or motley renradoe. • SOC.
"Witu seNtin nurses the child sill
be intlion't att Wittiortt tt4
;Hied of Welt -reliance the...win or'wo-
men wilt never "learn to read the
want "
kcss • 0.11k
Ttli It So Plainly.
When public endorsement is made
lay a representative citizen of Pa'clu
cah the proof is positive. You must
bells:Ara It. _Read this testimony.
ery•baclfache sufferer, every man,
woman or Mild with any kidney
trouble will find profit in the read-
ing.
J. R. Womble, of 1005 South
Fourth street. carpenter by trade,
says: "For 'ix years jtehing hemot-
rhoids were the bane•et my existenc4.
During the day when overheated I
suil'efedlitnd at night my rest was
disturbed. I tried everything about
Which I read or which (fiends and
acquaintances advised me to try,still'
the hemorrhoids existed. The first
application of Doen'a Ointment pro-
cured at DnBols, Kolb. & Co's drug
More gave me relief. After, the lace-
oud day's treatment I slept tile sue-
reedifgaialtt like teak-lids It-ise sleets-
ly thretwmonths,since I•atopped the
tete of Daan'a Ointment and there hat
been no sign of a return. This should
leave no doubt in the mind of Pa-
ducah petiole about the. merl of}hat
preparatiOft."
For sale by sit des1ers
cents. Footer-Mliburn
Naw :York, sele a
States.
3
BUSINESS MEN'S LIFE INSURANCE CO.
-
LOUIfiVILLE. KY,
Premium on "Oas Thousand Dollar" straight life poll
8,0 GeV G6114.   ••• 15 0 0 0 0 0,43,0,C .0q)41,0,0‘0,0,0•.0
#14 ,..Vrktd,' ve It .7. V.V.:t dc. 1VC 177 4: c7.
Cni6-11, 11...0.41,444+Ciatottot.46414ssskleta
klatieaula0414
ez   e3rZga Et Vetht 5t`tt`e,`,1't t:4_41
OFFICERS—C. B. Nordeulan, President: C'has, B. Norton,
dent; Chars. ;Schtfff, Secretary: Geo. C. Summers, Treasurer; Hen
Tuley, Medical Director; Jas, 11 Main, General Counsel,
ADVISORY BOARD—V. TI, Englehard, A. Y. Ford, W, H. B
C. W. Chambers, Robt, E. Woods, Fred Levy, Claude Balthie.
We recognize the one great and only principle in Insurance, P
TION. Write or call. Agents wanted.
W. A. WARD, District Agent, 1131 S. Fourth, Pada
Made
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GREAT SEMIANNUAL  SALE
nUnprecedented Reductio
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409-413 BROADWAY.
Men's Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats
INCLUDING' BLACKS AND BLUES
Bargains You Cunt cAfford to Pass Up
reatest in our history. Owing to the very mild weather we find our stocks larger thanithcy shou
ld
them out quickly by making an UNPRECEDENTreD CUT. We are especially' overstocked
ats---$25 and up--- and have priced them at therridiculously low price of $23. This includes
priced at $40. At. such prices as these below, you can afford to buy for future needs, as
h another opportunity again.
Suits and Overcoats -
t sold at $25 and down
o in this sale at $15.50
In this lot will be found the best
suite that the price ranges would buy
anywhere earlier in the season, and
when this cut is considered, the
value of the opportunity offered you
can be appreciated. We have an
unusually big assortment in suits,
overcoate and raincoats to select
from, all this season's styles and goods.
One-fourth off regular prices
on Smokinklaskets, toupg-
ingitobSwers and Ties.
All Suits and Overcoats
that sold at $18 and down
go in this sale at $11.75
In this lot will be found some of our
best bargains, and we are .unuspally
strong on our popular priced goods.
The suits come in the single and
double breasted, and the overcoats
includo all the season's offerings —
form-fitting, 19Iee lengths, long coats
and top coats, in-every pattern, blues
and blacks included.
All prices are for cash •and
the sale includes 'all suits,
overcoatik and  ra i ncoat s.
All Suits and Overcoats
that sold at $12.50 and
down go in this sale $8.50
This sale offers one of our best bar-
gain features.- The man who is
limited in the amount he can pay' for
a -suit or overcoat should have the
best bargains. In this lot are suits
that sold up to $1250, made up for
us by the best makers_ of popular
priced clothing in the country. You
will agree with us when you sec it.
409-415iBROADWAY
6
• e;
a --
J.O.Nteaff 1. TIFE PADUCAH st.
Send Us
Your
Prescriptions
When you are chaving
prescription filled you cannot
be too careful about who fills
it for you.
This • department of our
business receives the car
attention of one of the b
preseriptionists in the ita
and only the purest and
freshest drugs are used.
We fill all prescriptions
promptly-, and deliver any-
where in reasonable distance.
W. J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway.
J. J. HILL DENIES RETIREMENT
Decilitres He Will Not Relinquish
Work on duly I, as Stated.
St. Paul, Jan. 1.—J. J. Hill de-
clares he has no intention at present
of retiring from the presidency of
the Great Northern railroad on July
1, as stated in dispatches sent out
from Minneapolis last night. In a
stetenlent today fie said that howev-
er much he would like to be relieved
of the responsibilities of his position
he could _not see his way c:ear to do
so ket. The rumor that he intends to
resign is the result of a public state-
ment he made two years ago, when
he said he hoped-before many years
to transfer the burden of directing
Great Nort 'ern affairs to younger
shoulders.
Th., iexaa Wender
Curet ail kidney., bladder and rheu
matic troubles; sold by J. H. Pohl-
echlaeger, 6o1 troadwny, Dr. E. W.
office 2926 Olive street, St.
Louis, Ho
Xxpoetieef American timber, lum-
ber and furniture in the nine months
enled with September amounted in
.value to $61,000,000, or $25,000.-
660omore than in the seine nine
months ef 1896.
Good coffee sausage and a -plate of
Mn. Austin's Buckwheat cakes make
iiterfect breakfast.
,DRAUGHOME
glitamai
, infitilit
2Tlnlleal. Ili . rosiTions at
cured Si in-ney arfliTT DRD.. 4. Imo teach
Cstalorre will soireince yo I b.
'a THX 555 ri eau or saga for
ordsharie.
mommeriamb.
If LIVE
S Celkayete se good that I would set
1 them, I wag troubled • great deal with
14Yer sad beaslache. Noe mans laildw.
'1114 andy Cathartic 1 teal very mach WSW
certeinly recommend thaw to.my him&
bast IM•Aiclne I hare stir •—
swine'. Ostrom 11-th Mo. 1. 7511 5ber.11•14.
seat for
The rioweis
ant, P.1 .52., Potent Tillto Onnd Donee&
Mickeit, Weaken or Grimm. Is it. it.. serer
n bole. -The genuine tablet stamped C 1: C.
oteesi to cure or roof inon•y bars.
erting Remit1x Co.. Chicago or N.Y. Om
M. SALE, TEl MILLION BOXES
• NMI ANO womra.
a aigtli for nauseam
i..../sss disebarsoo.i•Saimastioar
irritate's' or ulceration
*et ....Mere of in eass• Membranes
r.."0••• P.1•1600, and erot asters
frridClitliKItC0 gent or'ssoleomine.
gp.m by Drirdatera.CfnCiallATI
t• a, a. er eon. .• psi. Sr.
be *woe repaid, t.
5l5. a Vito wn
HOLIDAY GOOD
On Display
Pipes and Cigars for accepta-
ble presents. Complete Hoe on
'splay in hteerchaums p.m up:
rs ill 00 to p00.
rs packed.12. 25 and 50 In
• hox-- La Btaxhria, La
1 Illelpe De Gales, La
la, Belmont and Gen-
UNTIMELY DEATH
TI1L te
REFUGE
BD A. CONAN DOYLE,
Author of -The Return of Sherlock Rolmen" we
COPYRietiT. 13920 St lit ItTelt erosants
(('ontinued front Yesterday.)
OHAPTER XV.
NDothus It was that Amory de
Catinat -and Amos Green saw
from their dungeon window
the uolduight carriage which
discharged Its prisoner before their
eyes; hence. Too, came that ominous
plunking and that strange procession
'in the early morning. And thus it slam
hapPened that they found themselves
loosing down at Francejse de Montes-
pan as she was led to her death, and
that they heard that last piteous cry
for aid at the irustant when the heavy
nd of the ruffian with the ax fell
upon her shoulder and she was forced
down upon her knees beside the block.
tilw shrank screaming from the dread-
ful red Tostined, greasy billet of wood,
put the butcher heaved up his weapon
and the seigneur had taken a step for-
euard with hand outstretched to seize
the lougnrulturu hair and to drag the
dainty head down with it when sud-
denly he was struck motioeless with
astonishment auil stood with hts foot
advanced and his hand still out, his
month half open and his eyes fixed In
front of him.
Ahd, indeed, what be had seen was
enough to fill any man with amaze-
ment. Out of the small square win-
dow which faced him a man had sud-
denly shot headforemost, pitching de
to his outstretched hands and then
bounding to his feet. Within e foqt of
his heeale.catue the bead of a second
one, who fell more heavily. than the
first, and yet recovered himself as
weekly. The one wore the blue-cost
and silver facings of the king's guard;
the isecond had the dark coat and clean
shaven face of a man of peace, but
tech carried a abort rusty Iron bar in
his -band. ' 'Not a word did either of
them say, hut the soldier took two
quick steps forward and struck at the
headsman while he was still poising
himself for a blow at the victim. There
was a thud, with a crackle like a break-
ing egg, and the bar dew into pieces.
'Die headsman gave n dreadful cry,
dropped his ax, clepped his two hands
to his head and, running zigzag across
the scaffold, fell over, a dead .man;
into the courtyard beneath.
—Quick as a flash De Catinat bad
caught up the ax and faced De Olga-
tespan.
-Now!" said he.
The eeieneur bad for the instant been
toe astounded to speak. Now he under-
stood at leant that these strangers bad
"nine between him and his prey.
-"seize these men!" be sbrieked, turn-
ing to his followers.
"One moment!" cried De Catboat,
with a voice and manner which col:n-
em:aided attention. "Yon see by my
coat what I am. I am the body serv-
ant of the king. Who touches; me
touches him." •
"On, you cowards!" roared De Mon-
teepnn.
But the limey at arms hesitated, for
the' fear the leing was as a great
shadow which hung over all France.
lie Cnttnat slaw their indecision.
"Tide svontan." he cried, "Is the king's
own favorite. ilk if any harm come to
^ lock of her hair I tell you that there
is tot a living soul within this portallee
who will not die a death of torture."
-Whe are these men, efarceau?" cried
the iselonenr furiourly.
orhey are prisoner!, your exellien-
--
"Who ordered you to detain themS"
"You did. The escort brought your
aienet ring."
nerer sow the men. There- ig devil-
try fin thee Bet they shall not heard
me in my own esieteeener stand be-
tween ma-anti my own triftn'No, pitt
dieu.L_They shall not and Ilre! You
men, alarceau, Etienne, Gilbert. Jean,
l'ierre. all you win have eaten my
bread, on to them, I say" -
He glanced route with furious eyes.
hut they fell only upon hung head,
and averted 'fsees. With a hideous
curse he flashed out his sword and
rushed at him wife, who still knelt half
insenallee beside the block. De Cate
lint sprang between tbew to protecti
her, but Marceau. the bearded *elle
F4 1111,, had aireedy wiled his master
round the Amen- -With the _struigth
of a maniac, his teeth clinehed ind the
foam churning from the corners of his
tips. Monteapan writhed round In
the man's grasp, and. shortening blot
sword, he thrust it throusb the brown
te;arit and deep into the threat behind
Mareeau fell back with a choking
cry. the blood bubbling from Ws mouth
and his wound; but before his- mom--
Meer could disengagp his weapon De
l'atinat and the American, aided by n
dozen of the retainers, had dragged
Sim down on to the acaffokl. and Amos
Oreen had pinioned him au securely
that be could but move his eyes and
his lips, with which be ply glaring and
.pitting at them So savage were his
awn followers. against him- for Mats
tents was well loved among them-
that, with at and block so ready. Jus-
tice might very Swiftly hare had her
why iphi not a long, clear bugle call,
rising and falling in a thousand little
twirT and Attiged eat 'az
only In 'the still mottling air. De
'ntinat pricked up his pent at the
und of it Hire hound at•the
WOO Call.
11.441 you hear, Amos?'
-Was n trenipet"
aa.thaSucrda%buile, eall„ Teti, j
beaten to the gate! Throw upi
E
s I OF PRES. CASSATT
jof Corp-orations
Believed in Federal Control
Vies0 Coincided With Those. of Pres-
ident in Regard to Preet•nt
Agitati4n.
been a marrow escape, Amos."
"You may say A3, friend I saw bile-
put out his hand to her hair even as
you *prong from the window. Another
instant and be would have had her
scalped. But she is a fair wotuan-the
fairest that ever tun- eyes rested upon-
aria it is., not fit that she sbotild kneel
here Lipson these boards." He dragged
ber hush:and-a lore; black, cloak from
him and made a pillow for the sense-
less woman with tenderness and deli-
cavy which came strangely from a man
of Ws bulk! and bearing.
He was still stooping over her when
there came the clang of the falling-
bridge, and an instant later the clatter
of the hoofs of a troop of etre-airy; who
swept, with wave of plumes, toss of
manes and jingle of steel, into the
cauetyard. At the head was a tell
horseman in the full dress of the
guards, with a curling feather in nix
bat, high buff gloves and his sword
gleaming in the sunlight. De Catinaeo
face brightened at the sight of him,
entl be was down in in instant beside
his stirrup.
"De Brissac!" be cried:
"De CatInat! Now where In the
name of wonder did you tonne from?"
"I have been a prisoner. Tell me, De
Brissae, did -oou leave the message In
Paris? And the archbishop came? And
the marriage?"
"took place as arranged. That is
%sty ties Poor woman wham I see yon-
der Lima bad to leave the palace."
"I thought as mech."
"I trust that no harm has come to
-her?"
"Me' friend atel I we:•e just In time
to save her. Her husband Iles there.
lie is a in ad. De Brissac."
"Very likely. But an angel might
have grown bitter had he had the same
treatuient."
"We have him pinioned here. Ile has
daiu a man. and I have slain another."
"On me- worl, you have been busy."
"How did you know that we were
acre?".
"Nay, that is an unexpected pleas-
ure."
-You did not come for us. then?"
"No; we .came for the lady. Her
brother was ta have taken her In
Its carriage, Ono husband learne3 it
end by -e lying tie...sage he coaxed
her into his own, which was at an-
other door. When De Vlvonne found
that she did not come and that her
rooms were empty he made inquiries
Ind salon learned bow she had none.
De Montespen'a arms had been siren
on the panel, and so the king sent me
here with my troop as fast as we could
eallop."
"Ah, and you would have come too
late bad a strange chance not •beought
to here. I know not who it wast who
waylaid usO for this man seemed to
know nothing of the matter. How-
ever, all that will be clearer after-
ward. What Is to be done now"
"I have my own orders. Madame is
to be meet to Petit Bourg, and any
who are concerned in offering her vio-
lence are to be kept until the king's
pleasure is known. The made, too,
must be held for the king. But you.
De Cathie, you have nothing be do
now."
"Nothing save that I would like well
to ride Into Paris to see that all is
right with my uncle and Isis daugh-
ter."
"Ab, that sweet little cousin of thine!
By my soul, I do not wonder that the
folk know you well in the Rue St.
Martin. Well, I have carried a mes-
sage for you oneee and you shall do
as mileh for rue now."
-"Willa all my heart. And wIalthorr
"To Verarillies. The king will he on
fire to know how we have fared. You
have the best right to tell him, since
without yba and your friend yonder it
would have been but a sorry tale."
OI will be there in two home."
"Have you bonito?"
"Oars were slain."
"Yon will fled some in the stables
belle.. Pick time beat, since you have
Joist your own in the king's service."
• The advice was too good to be over-
looked. De 'atinat. beckohing to
Amos Green, hurried sneak with him -
to the stables, wbileepe Br-lasses with
a few short, 'sharp orders, disarmed the
retainers, stationed his guardsmen' all
over the castle and arranged for the
removal of the lady and for the rait-
tody of her husband. All Whim- inter the
twolnlends were riding swiftly down
the country road. Inhaling tfie sweet
air, which 'teemed the fresher for their
late experience of the dank, foul va-
pors of their dungeon.
(To be (joatiaufa.)
Street Notice.
`All merchants, orof tarilonal 'men,
and all others are hereby notified
that on and aftsr January 1, 1507,
any and all sign.* except electric
signs are vrohibltee by low film
ytapdtt _ on or extceitng any
street,- or -1,saite oily in
the city of Peduceah Owners. of such
signs are rep-testae .bh remota the
before Jeneary -1. 1907, Or war-
rents win be: applied Ow On Jeintulty
I against all who tail te rtniscisto their
fr6m the p1e big/ 0110k,
• titistitb 01 Pant.zc wva
• .1 .ictAw r.dtfl CI., oaf •do
BROAD MINDED BUSINESS MAN
Washington, Jan. 1.—Far7re.ieh:
lag as its effect on the railroad
world may be, the sudden death of
President A. J. casaatt is already
a subject of much discussion in
Wathington in its relations to poll-
the. Those experts who realize the
necessary interdependence and need
for co-operation between the govern-
ment and commddial enterprises al-
reade point to its significance. In a
word, it removes one of the most
powerful influences In the fle:t1 of
business for a desired proper
tion by the governmenVot the great
problems of the day, - •
There is no doubt that President
Caseate looking ahead, understood
that the question of the regulaticaut
Corporations was one of the greatest
and most Intricate before the coun-
try. While Secretary Root's recent
speech 1* still causing surprise, it in
a large meastere simply recognized
the need for dealing with those prob-
lems which Mr. Cassatt foresaw. As
the head of one of the greatest rail-
roads in the world, his stand during
the consideration of the rate bill In
backing up President Roosevelt, is
now, in the light of subsequent
events, taken here merely as an in-
dication of his foresight.
The loss of a leader and co-worker
of such prominence and influence, It
is now pointed out, Is much to be re-
gretted, whether viewed from a par-
ty on so nattional standpoint. In the
solution of the large problems of
business which are now occupying
*etch an Important position, ha was
looked upon In Washington by the
supporters of Mr. Roosevelt's poli-
cies as an exceptionally valuable aid,
whose loss is to be deeply deplored.
The president in his message
plainly indicated his belief in the
regulation of large corporations by
the federal government but he as
plainly indicated, that eurh regula-
tion should be achieved with the ut-
most cm* and regard for the busi-
ness development of the country.
Haley, ill-timed, or too drastic regu-
lation he indicated as being toe dan-
gerous to allow anything but the
painstaking care in the solution
of these problems. In the sentiment
already crystallizing about the presi-
dent's ideas in this matter, Mr. Cas-
ratt's influence was expected to be a
leading factor. Like Mr. Roosevelt be
believed that federal regitlatlen In-
stead of hetere-geneous, ineffective
'and hannful state laws should be ad-
vocated, and through his position his
backing was warmly welcomed. ',Ike
the president, also Mr. Cassatt de-
plored the tendency to look upon all
corporations as harmful because of
the sins of a few, the two men Stand-
ing together In their belief in
right sort of regulation and their
antagonism to indiscriminate trust'
halting, as a menace to the country's
prosperity.
ratimely Death.
Politician, here who feel no per-
sonal loss In Mr. Cassatt'e deatharre
nevertheless outspoken in their be-
lief that it Is partieularly untimely.
The question of the regulation of
corporations is in the fore front, and
the harmful Workings on the busi-
ness communftfes of extreme and in-
effective laws passed by- certain west-
ern states shows the dangers which
mute be avoided. In the ease of one
state, at least, a law founded on the
demagogic utterances and fostering
of else* feeling -which the prealdan t
deplored In his message, has aheadY
coot that state millions of dollars In
lost business, without bringing about
a tingle .benelit. 
.
Undoubtedly the two prealdents,
Roosevelt and Casag41, each seeing
Things In his own way, hoped as
strongly to avoid such legislation
and its consequent Ill effects, as they
,hoped and, hi the casa of Progidest
Roosevelt, continue to knee and
won - roper regniation. it lit_ pen-
)rally aittear ted heret hea t rw. ork
ich proper regulation both
_
of ta., 00.! far, ea well as in the
equall Important fa* elt the
4ernetitoe, cry at,i pevirentleg 111-
s 
tti_ob ti,
aatt represented the
timed legislation, Pree Rflient ootte-
yek and C
' .
m ot 
sift nelloubtedly was ooneervntive,
donaervntive in the new Sense , in
ceirperloon wish extremists. retails-
tor Nti, he slid, the need of proper
1.,,wijoritgithetwr oflikorpe7rwalt?gattaliet. * silo, iticalas*
gatitnal ca.
THE FA R'S
Is very careful about her churn. She 
scAlds it thorough'
and gives it a sun bath to sweeten it. 
She knows that i
sour it will taint the butter that is made in 
it. The stoma
In the stomach and digestive and nutr
itive tracts are p
ceases which are almost exactly like the
 churning of butt
apparent then that if this .stomach-churn is 
ford it makes
is put into it 4
The evil of a foul stomach is not alon„: th
e bad taste
and the foul breath caused by it, but the 
corruption of th
of blood ant the dissemination of dise
ase throughout. ti
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery mak
es the sour and
sweet. It does for the Stomach what t
he washing and s
the churn—absolutely removes every 
tainting or corm!
-In this way it cures blotches, pimples,
 eruptions, scroful,
sores, or open eating ulcers and all hu
mors or diseases
-bad blood.
To aid in healing old sores, or ulcers,
 Golden Medical Discot
- Apply Dr. Pierces 's All-Healing Sa
lve is abeolutely true will-b
to them while taking the "Golden 
Mad- to votir at faction if v
ice! Discovery" to- purify and enrich a
 postal card -request to
the blood. 
Buffalo', N. Ya, for a f
Dr. Pierce's All - Healing Salve is 
booklet of extract's fro;
cleansing and pain relieving. It de- 
medical authorieies, gh
stroys the bad odors arising froe: su
p- of all the ingredients e
purating, or running, tear& and puts eorld
-famed medicine!
them in the best possible condition t
ot- what the most eminent
healing_ t
he age say of them.
The" All-Healing Salve" is a superior
dressing for all open, running, or sup-
purating. Sores or Ulcers. For healing
open wounds, cuts and scratches it id'
unsurpnined.
If your medicine dealer does not have
the "All-Healiug Salve" in stock mail
50 cents fe stamps to Dr. R. V.
Pierce, Bit alo, . Y., and you will
receive it by return poet.
In treating all open sores, or peers,
boils carbuncles and other swell-Rigs, it
is important that Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery be taken persistently
to purify the blood and thereby remove pmeer
eatittut may othsr des
the cause of the trouble, it is in the neurQualia;ntetod-;womfneTaittreisasetmllt
blood that the great battle of health has seen which dogs not prase
to be fought. The ulcer and the sore for this re
medial agent"
are simply the scarlet flowers of disease, *images, t"tou
aThefollocivoni gissar
with roots running down into the blood. or aching in the , back.
These roots must be eradicated or the atonic (wink) co
nditions of
disease will break out afresh. "Golden erfrtaslisbuita.of
wooen inersledlnenwittalh
Medical Discovery" cleanses the blood the reproductive organs of
of all foul and poisonous accumulations, sensation of be
at In the r
pushes out the dead and waste matter, er,reedYs;ommeonictrrionhairlotstSfle°°dreps:
and thus purifies the entire life current. anienorrbea trurpressed o
Disease in the flesh must die out when atsriodso arising
 horn or
it is no longer fed by foul blood. 
anend 
anemic. 
7.sifithitlin_oodore biot the
"'Golden
s
Medical Discoeerv" effectively sensations in the extreme
cures disease in the flesh by curing Ito abdomen.
cause i the blood. 
If mere or less °nth
If y P have bitter, nasty, foal taste 0
in y mouth, coated tongue, foul
breatt , are weak and easily tired, feel 
•
depr'sod and despondent, have Ire- 
.
9u t head es, dizzy attacks, SUM-
in dist- s in stomach, con e . n Sea mot
1111M1
or i u r bowels, sour or 
. I 0,. 
'
neat ingredient of "Fa
f r eating and poor appetite, rising
these ms, or any considerable 
tiois," Prof. Finl
nimietn r oi
Pto
them, indicate that you aro Senuil“ 
MedipiflCollefts
suite from biliousness, torpid, Or e.lIn 
ta an linenrlant
‘n' womb,a 
oi
n itlazy r with the usual accompertyh a d general e feeble t
Dr. Pierce's F enotri'tion, or dyspepsia and its atten -
ant • erangementes.... faithfully represe tie
TI • e at a ents know to ingredients and c res
science on e aura a me a.cio . which they are own
ailenefeli1!lill 1mar7 oval:, • Dr. Pierce's PI tw riti n • a of min.turavirTcyrimr, 
h old Dr. Pierte ove 
,Little Liver ri
hon 
rrir
. ye been ski u and bar- uch imitated, but
monionsio combined in •r. Pierce's Easy to take as candy..
Cures Woman's N
_We refer -to that boot
one, suffering women
Pierce's Favdrite Pram
Dr. John Fyfe one
staff of THE ECLECTIC
ntgw says of Unicorn
Diaiea) which is one of
dients of the "Favorits
"A remedy which invent!
Inc invigorator • • • ma
tivitg of the entire rep!
He continues" in Helonlas
ment which more fully •
Foreman Bros. Novel_t)
ELECTRICAL SUPP1
House wiring, electric plants instalb
Complete machine shop.
1224714 N. Fourth St.
YOUR FIRS
When dwiling on the
Who's the seat to see? A
he will refer you to
E. D.
. - Plumbing,
132 South Puurth
t:Voth
TO
Several superior office
third floors of our building, pro
heat, water, light, electric elevatora
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for simil
double offices especially_ adapted
Americiin-Orertnan Natio
227 Broadway
CITY TRANSF
Now located
Cilauber's S
We are ready for all ki
TELEPHONE 4
eitites
Y BUY
COAL ON MARKET
Iteeause Possible Fuel Famine
Confronts thew
Vandalism Breaks Out During Sion-
- days and Truant ()Meer IS
Urged.
SHAKEet:P AMONG TEACHERS
With the prehebility of the next
cold snap findiug the schoola,with a
coal ;.airrr'ne on account of the etonty
deliveriee of ceal from the contrac-
tor, the school beard art. ,its meeting
-last night cbleected the secretary to
Ifa.rth Bros, the coal dealera
who have the contract, to furnish the
schools With coal, tthet the school
board W-111 buy coal in the open mar-
ket aud charge the difference in the
cost to them, unjeat the situation is
relieved.
17noffic1ally, Superintendent Lieb
wetted the board 'in its meeting De-
eenrber 20, that the coal was being
del-iv ere,d in insu ?thee n t QuftOtitieS,
reeulting' ha mach annoyance, and in
one case the suspension of school in
one building for half a day. The
seperithendent in his report last
night told the board that at presea4,
two bnildinge, the Jefferson and
Washington buildings, heve only two
days supply on ,hartd, and the other
bUilerings ere little better off: A real-
ly cold sell wuKl ixhatest the sup-
ply rapidly andethe rate atawhich the
coal is being delivered, "Auld neces-
sitate clo-ing the echools 4n the
event Of a protracted told spell.--
is getting to the period now whett
sustained cold•weather is customary.
Het* Broe. give as reasons whyte ?cannot d-eliver the roal any' fast-
er, that, first, they cannot get the
coal; and second, that the railroads
will not handle their cars satisfacto-
rib7if they do bring them to the city,
often tearing them on Inaccessible
tracks.
Vandalism. •
Vandalism of a wanton character
has broken out among some of the
boys in the city, resulting in much
damage to school property During
the holidays, five new glasses have
been broken out of windows in the
Jefferson building, and yeeterday,Sev,
eral boys ,plakin,g football in the yard
of -that building, broke two glasses
whine the glaz:er was at work, and
after he had ,warned them to secure
another -playground. Damage has
been done at other buildIngs, and
the names of several of the youthful
culprits are known.
In the discussion of 'wars to rem-
edy vandalism, the question of a
truant officer was revived. Superin-
tendent Lleb recited instances of
gross disrespect surd insubordestartion
on the pert of certain pupils; whie-h-
only can be reached 'by a ant Offi-
cer. It was said that the hool hoard
may get redress for the mage-done
.to the school pmpert If the entity
bays are brought ore a magis-
trate. The magi's te may hold .the
parents liable for he actions of their
children. It wee' suggested that the
crew-tied condition of the whelp's
would prevefr the board taking
care of the extra pupils ,a truant offi-
cer would round up, 'but Superinten-
dent Lief) estimated the total num-
ber' of such at not more than one
hundred. which distribeted among
the several bolleinge wouet not
Prove embarrassing. No rtton was,
'taken toward securing a toot ni-
cer.
The ogle which the school.
took in part payment for some wheel
Properly sold to 3.,K. floodurant, C.
E. Jennings and 'third party toeing
as trustee's for a cherch, WAS due
December 31. 1906, and as it has not
been met, the secretarY IMP directed
to inform the signers on the note
that lei eneret be renewed, an it may
be negotiated.
Taerly Tearhees.
Desperate rein tiles -fer tardiness
of tettehers was suggoeted by several
SWEL
Cagey) Shrank sow Sea Ceara
-0. 1 few
ciente ream 4.1t a
Yo.kott at Ciao. It
•
FOR 30 DAYS
I will oilier a fps of the best her-
gains ever offered to an investor er
nettle-swelter. All prtmerty- clean,
Jensiteelblibee.41)44141htealtrAtkee&DS.
i.'41tIlef Oil time. Phone nritees rdt
at Filithrnity Building. •
.1, NI. W()RTEN
"f]
Morse Paine, rOhiig, Scabby Sighs
Diseases.
Permanently cured by taking Botanic
Sloorl Bairn.. If you have eches and
pains in bones, back and ,,i4rits. Itching
'Scabby skin, Blood feels hot of thin,
Swollen manes, Wirings and Bumps on
tic skin. Mucus Patches tu Mouth, Sore
Treat. Pimples, or offensive eruptions,
Copper-Colored Spots or Rash* on Skin,
are run-down, or 'nervous; 'Ulcers on
any part of the body. /fair or Eye-
brows falling out, Carbuncles or Bees,
Take Botanic Blued lielan, guaranteed
to cure eeen the worst and most deep-
seated cases. Healii.all sores, stops
all swellings. makes blood pore
and rich. corhpletely changing Mo. en-
tire- body into a clean, healthy condi-
tion. 'B. B. B. la-the blood
remedy /or those Conditions.
tiancer Coxed. -
If you have persistent Pimple,
,Wart. Swellings, Shooting, Stinging
Pains,. take Blood Balm end they will
disappear bernte they develop into,Cap-
cer. Many apparently hopeless cases of
('ancer, Suppurating Swellings, Bating
Sores or tumor cured by U. 11. B.
Satanic Blood Milne ft. 8.) I.
Pleasant And safe to take. ,Thoroughly
tested for 30 years. Ttrofhpoiseal of Pure
Botanic Ingredients. Strengthens Weak
Kidneys and Weak Stomachs, cures
Dyspepsia. Sample scot free by writ-
ing Blood Bairn Co.. Atlanta. Ga. Sold
by Druggists per large heitle or neat
by exprea• pOrpold. Said Ba Paducah
Ky.. by It. SV. Welker & Co.." W. J. Gil-
bert. Lang Bros. sod Alvey &
members last eight. It was brought
out that one teacher had ignored a
line against her for tardiness and
President Williamson suggested that
hereafter the amount due the
board for fines, should be aletracted
before the guilty teacher's Salary is
paid. Mr. Davis suggeeted that if
they refused to accept "sech an no-
tion, that their services be dispensed
with:- Other dire remedies were sug-
gested, but the board left the proh-
letn-With the incoming board.
Superintendent Lieh reported that
the acedetton to the McKinley build-
is ready for Occupancy and that
the new reran Would permit a seers
raagement of the pupils in the beiFid-
Mg and the removal of some from
the congested Frankel) Minding. An
old sore with the board, failed again
of complete healing, when no action
was taken toward accepttng the plas-
tering -terntrak at the McKie-ley
building. There were not sufficeent
members present to take action; Mit
several members think, as the wori
was improperly done, that it would
be a ealetary lesson to contractors In
general, if.one online body held-them
to as right performance of contraet,
as private bodies de. ,•
A shake-up was caused by the res-
ignation of Mies Fannie Reeerd from
epartmental work in the Washing-
ton Mending. Miss Emma Acker was
recommended for her place it a sal-
ary of 255 a month; let:ss Mary 0.
Murray, who has reports. for ser-
vice atter a long illness, will be plac-
ed in lidise Acker's room, and the
sobstieute ter Miss, -Murray will re-
tain her room.
Mr. Beyer. superintendent of
buildings, was direeted to nave the
yard of the McKinley building, gray-
elled. The minutes of the last meet-
ing were adopted without change mei
'the board adrourned to meet next
Monday might. President Williamson
thanked the board for courtesies to-
ward him in his two years In that
capacity aed said that in all that
time he .had missed only one meet-
trig, called or regular. a record mob-
ably unparalleled. The _finance com-
mittee's report, stoned a balance on
hand December 1. of $8,249.10. Re-A
ceipte in the month, 17.648.87; dia.
titreetnente, 28,907.41; Militate; Jan-
uary 1 1901, 26,570.56. Two pay
daye 4n Deco/ether Made ttoi dis-
bnreemeeta heawier, hut will retroact
to January. Salarics and inteerehme-
Otis bills, amounting to $587.6 t,vrere
al.lowed last night. Trustees Davis,
Willtamerm, Potter, Karnes, W leleton ,
Beekenbach end Flynt were pries*.
RIVER XI fr'N
River **sec -
csiro  28.6 1,2 -el*
Chattanooga  19.6 3.3 eerie°
.Cincinnati  31.0 6.4 rise
Evansville  24.0 3.0 rtse
Florence  11.3 *6.8 - rise
Johneonville  18.1
Lottievflie 11.6
Mt. Carmel  11.9
Nashville . . . . . 33.3
Pitturg   12.9
'Pavia felind ,esten- -Missing.
St. Louie  5.7 1 2
Mt. Vernon ' 22.5 2 e
Padiicah25 it 2 0
5'i7 rise
2.11 rise
4.1 else
Gee- rise
2.6 rien
rime
rise
rise
Every gutter is a tributary of the
Ohio river today and the way that
streak fa reeponceing to their violent
wooing,: Intl Ica tee se_ higher rite here
thin has been seen :Mee last sPrinif.
The river ;ewe two feet Silt* yeinar-
tay menet* anti Is at a stage qt
2.5:s feet. Rainfall 4,in the Mar' 24
hours w'w. 1.h litehes, the downpreir
having been. strode fern nedneht
into neret eeheterelitetn et, "
ihitimoat-We ' • --.41
Rtcembout htlainees especially Was
t dilltlard4,1104) t&thl),,. The hinny *riv-
ing rip* Stillatittg , 4bot,p4r„ spifitor
AT MUTT'S NEW STORE
313 Broadway
You'll find more genuine reductions in Clothing and Furnishings than have
ever been offered before in Paducah-. A call will Convince you that we are
the cheapest c19thin4Ouse tbe city (for modern made clothing.
At Gullett's
You can buy a $20 Stifor Overcoat
for ...
At Gullett's
You can buy an $18 Suit of Over
for. 
At Gullett'g.
You can buy a $15 Suit or Overcoat
At Gullett's
You can buy a $12.50 Suit or Overcoat
for • 
AtaGullett's
You car) buy a $10 Suit or Overcoat
At Gullett'g
%Si 48
You can buy a $7 50 Suit or Overcoat
for
At Gullett's
You can buy a boy's suit for. _
These are $5 and $6 values. 
A little fellow's suit for
Regular $2
A little fellow's suit for •
Regular $1.50 values
$9.48
$6.98
$4.98
At Gullett's -
Men's$1.50 corduroy pa.hte $ .78
Men's genuine fleece lined underwear,
sanitary made. Regular value 60c,
special  .... .39
.98
Fine all-wool sweaters fo-r• then. Regular
$2-00 value, we sell th-em for 
Children's fine all-wool sweaters, ‘vorth
$1.00, we'have•cut them to ..
Men's odd oats. good value at $1.50,
.48
well made and warm, our price  .98
„Men's extra heavy melton pants, usually
. sold for $1.50, we have them for 
Men's leather work gloves. .25
Mts gauntlet canvas gloires_  . 1 CV-:
Men's heavy caps .25
Boys' Wool Shirts .48
Boys' suits, 8 [0.16 years   1.25
Mert's heavy sox, 3 pair for .25
Extra good $1.00 work shirts.  .50
Men's good quality Arctic overshoes...."  1.00
Mer's dress shirts, good patterns   .50
Boys' shoes  1.00
Little fellows' fancy suits 1.25
Arrow Brand collars, 2 for - .25
Men's flannel shirts, $1.50 value. .98
Men's jersey overshirts, heavy
Boys' Zorduroys. .33
Knee pants_ .19
Men's heavy pants .98
Remember, every article we have and we positively will save you money
on every purchase. Ask your neighbors about Gullett's.
We carry a large assortment of Men's and Boys' Shoes.
Ask for the CROSSETT.
U. G. GULLETT i CO., Inc., 312 BroaAw
We Save You Money on Every Purchase
tOTISt5r In the 1310rItillig and
keeping float in that stale through-
out the dar. Sonip damage wad done
to•freteht oit the wharfboat from the
Wind Vowing tile water into the
boat.
Istationicionely 1907 opened for
the Soho NOpkins yesterday. The
crack fritTie Shaft Of the wheel had
eeepened to sueh an extant that the
officers were aftakt to risk another
trip, no the Jr/lin Hopkins has a nri
ttays' rest, in ,slaht, The John Hop-
kins arrived yeittenday afternoon at
3 ale-telt teem Evaneville and 444
not attempt to go out again. The
packet company has a shaft at Ey-
.
1 
Cherry Juice
- Cough Syrup
A delightful and effective
remedy, espeeially -good for
children. .A gpent -
went on the old, common,
nauseating (tones mixtures.
We guiranlee it will_ CUM
your rough, no matter how
stubborn.
Three sixes-25c. 50c and
Mcfilirson's
Fourth as Broadway
sitsree- waeh will be pin 'on the
:Ropkbes. It is made out ofgfflfthorse
'shoes. It is saki old horse shoes are
made of stronger tnetal than the first
run of troll. The old shaft will be
sent to Evansvine to have the avail-
able was placed on the new one.
Bat it wilt be necessary for the John
tiopktee to go on the ways either
here neat Monett City for new cylin- •
der pieces, and the lay-off is ex-I
pected to extend over 30 days, The
Brat/41,111e packets of the Fowler line
hale had bud lurk ail last year, one
thins or another laying them off,fre-
quently. The John Hopkins had a
re-'several months, Art that did $2.-
000 'damage.
The entherine passed up yesterday
'from Cairo atith a tow of lumber for
he upper Ohio.
The Chattanooga arrived at 7;30
ehlek this triorntag from,Chattanoo-
a fird Will go on the ways at Mound
City for slight repasts. Wool and 1.-
800' ties for Jeppa were the larger
tenet In the freight. Officers on the
Chattanooga did not know whether
the Joe Wheeler would run In- the
Ilcah t. rade from Chat ta n nogg ,
hut expreesed the opinion that the is
too /mall for tea long trip. Then the,
Joe Wheelor Mu no stage plank, the
benkto in the ,191,4,r Tennesee, river,
reetniebte nettle - - - • -
%The City of Ifiempitle 'ban up steam
ready to leave Otte evening for the
Tennessee rItelr. ,
What boat ei get to take the
Tohn Hopkins' place IS worrying the
teltig.officers. Trrialtnin it-Den-
. firiVillittnt th#41.Wfdfa brier ll.vtit-
ah141„Tbe De'i-d'llaiitit-frow In winter
Ir• re cense! tint he seeme, as* fiestre to AA_ Gott !tern& In
OR A
Clean-U. ICut Price Sale
On Books and Stationery
the odds and ends from Christmas selling.
ome early and secure thechoicest items.
D. E. WILSON
Book and Mua), Man at Harbour's De-
p'artment Store.
ilhipe -for the spring business. •
The Joe Fowler arrived today from
Evansville and left Immediately for
the same point.
The Margaret arrived this morn-
ing frtitn'the Ceinfieriand river with
a tew of ties for the Ayer-Lord 'fie
company.
Bill Ktrenner, clerk on the Chat-
tanooga, is carrying a broken right
arm, the It:jury-having been. received
at, Mitten team falling In, a diteji on
the last trip of the boat.
1!hs.7Mary-W1alael will be nff the  
ways this week soot before the cone- e_
KILLT14. COUCH
AND CURE ME LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR 
onS81:141P/ION Psice
OUGH3 and 60e $1.00
LD
Free Trial.
Surest .ad Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TEOUB-
1421, or =NET BACK.
ijsg•hleh water catches here The Dick
Fatefer will not. get off this week.
The plyde has a month or more yet
In eight.
Piro Tlisrileitle
The Mee & ('rillotegerteral mer-
°handiest-410re at Mayfield *as , de-
stroye& by not yesterdsy sitorntng be-
tween 3 and 4 o'r leek. The, loss is
$V5,4104) with 1.0,400 (reference.
The blezeeterted front a stove In the
rear of the
If you tire of buckwheat: try Mrs.
Austin's fartmee Pancake noes metre
from the greet food (*reels,. 
U'
PAM" POCH mai
the Dabmai) Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCORPoRATED
P. U. F1sHER, President
B. J. PAXTON. General Manager.
staISCILLPTION ILATEis
Lailatered at the postoffice at Paducah.
Ky., as second class matter.,
THE DAILY SUN
By carrier. per week $ .1')
By mail, per month, in advance .26
By mail, per year, in advance S.66
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mall, po3tage paid...$1.1111
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
Dace, 10 South Third. intone-ail
Payne a Yonne, „C'botage and New
fork representatives.
THE SUN can be found at tits follow-
se places:
R. D. Clements & as.
Van Cutts Bros. f'
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
144510.1 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 2.
-
ClItCCIATION ST.A.TEMENT.
December-1000.
 3934 17'  3963
3890
4 3877
6 .3935
18 3921
19  3949
Oft 3926
21  3938
_7 3896 22 3939
8 '3894 24 39.39
10 3874 26 39.61
11 .........3.&1 -,27  3925
32 3927 28 39-32
83 3934 2.9 3899
14 392-1 31 3888
3 15 3814
Total  97,921
Average for December, 1906...3,917
Average for. December, 1906...3,749
Inorease  177
Personally appeared ' before me,
this, Jan. 1 4907, Es J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of _Dec., 195)6, is true ,to the
best of his knowledge and bellef.
- - - ' PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
•
Itally Thought.
"The object for which we strive
tells the story of our lives."
Judge Evans takes another federal
statute gently by th't hand and intro-
duces it to the constitution. He has
already: declared the law, penalizing
railroads for discharging employes
becanite 'they belong to unions, un-
constitutional. and now he makes the
same finding when the employers' lia-
bility act comes before him in a dam-
age suit in which an administrator
seeks to hold the railroad responsible
for the death of the decedent_ The
judge holds that the state has ceche
Aire authority to fix the relations be-
tween railroads and their employes
within that state, because the federal
government'e authority ft tends no
further than regulating7411ftestate
oenumerce. A representative of the
attorney general was present and
argued the loiestion in behalf of the
constitutionality of the law. This is
another case within the meaning .8.1
President Roosevelt, When in .his
message to congress he peterred to
the fact that the United States has
no right to appeal to Abe supreme
court on a matter of-pure construc-
tion of the constitution and the
and that oftemes poor letkilts, de-
ftliled in the lower courts, have
the money to proiecute an 'appeal.
Time the construction of a federal
district judge sten& within his dis-
trict on the constitutionality of a low,
while some other .- 4idge may hold
otherwise.; when, In fart, the question
should be decided by !he final tribu-
nal. Some times, whet*: h poor
litigant .5 deprioed of redress, which
he is denied -oy the holding . of the
lower cour, when the lower court
might have been reversed had appeal
been taken. The president's recom-
mendation Is timely and vital to the
preservation of the rights of citizen*.
The- luterventIon In this particular
game before _Judge Evans of a repre-
sentative department od justice Indi-
cates that the adminlictrat;on is tak-
ing an active Interest In the-ronstruc-
don of the laws,
WIty are New Year's resolutions
ion invariairie broken/ Is a question
that Is handled from joker to Philtie-
(other annually, as the time for mak-
ing them and the limit for brealcIng
them, a pproac hoe and . pastes. The
reaft0/1 is patintlyle. S:ew Year's roe
olutiona nearly always pertain to
the relinquishing of a. bad habit. A
habit is a method of doing things,
whWit by repetition becomes involun-
tary. A bad habit, as we understand
it, is a strong inclination- to do In-
voluntarily a certain theng,, which
reaeon tells us is harmful When a
man makes a resoiution it is natural
for him to think of that retedution
with POMP degree, of eelf-eatiefaction
alb len& as het trepIt tt.•- oitt,"11 is
rharecteriatle of bad habits, in which
iptielltit. piety* • .3riteef p• I raii, that
the thought 'of It imakene hi desire
and the mind. tnilned to long Nub- j
iserviato to appetite, glances wildly
dovro ttue course- of years of abstin-
enra ahead and joins with appetite
agaluet an uneducated will poser.; It
Is usually a -brief struggle, and :t has
tfis compensation: There will he an-*
ether New 'Years [we:ye menthe
hence.
%%pen we have tempered the spirit
of American ycifith to the require-
ments of a "sane Fourth," we may-
turn our attention to the accomplish-
ment of a "wine Christmas." That
we must turn, a Christian festival
into •a pagan holiday with deafening
noises that have no significance to the
occasion we celebrate, and submit to
the orgies and drunken debauchery,
that marked the season just closing,
Is bed enough. But in addition to
thbse perennial evil*, Paducah this
year witnessed the death of three lit-
tle boys and the fatal Mimes 'of an-
other, from lockjaw, because of a cus-
tom we all deplore, yet condone. Once
the innocent lire cracker and the Ro-
man candle sufficed, but.now nothing
smaller than the' dangerous cannon
cracker...and a "toy pletol," that is
no toy, are necessary to do the occas-
ion • justtre. The pollee have done
their duty, as the arsenal at the cen-
tral station proves, but the sale of
these deadly weapons, that have al-
ready snuffed out the jives of three
little children, should be prohibited
by ordinance.
A Kenosha, Wieconsin, girl wed a
millionaire on sight. We know girls
who would take one "sight unseen."
A Free Teeth association in L,oild•an
furnishes teeth free to deserving
poor. That is the acme,.ot..cruelty
unless the association also furnishes
them something to chew with th,e
charity teeth.
ed
My, but the water wagon is crow
HONEST, JOURNALISM.
The growing difficulty of getting a
serious hearing in the press for seri-
ous discussions is well illustrated in
the reports of yestercAy's- meeting of
the Association for the AdvaecOment
of Science. To judge by the accounts
In nearly every newspaper last night
and in serottlal this morning, the chief
scientific question agitating the ad-
liembled savants was whether Mr.
Rockefeller could or could not afford
to eat oysters! The story told. on that
subject of ale-orbit's interest by one
of the extempore debaters was•-•Otery-
ed up" in headlines abd prominence
as if it were the most important
thing in the entire session. Today,
we presume, equal space ,and con-
apiettoueness will be given to explan-
ations that the oyster story was all
a joke-as good, in its way, as the
claim assertion of the statistical gen-
tleman, that Mr. Rockefelier is in
Possession of one-fortieth of the to-
tal wealth of the country.
Nor is this perverse reporting of
sober addresse5 a new thing. The
journal:Vic search for the bkzarre, the
unexpected, the sensational, has gone
such lengths that any lecturer *Utters
a paradox or indulges; in 'a humo
aside at,hts peril. Everything else is
Ignored, and the queer story or the
startling assertion bemmes the only
thing that the press can .see. We
know what 'happened to Dr. Osier:
we have seen what has befallen Mrs.
Parsons. Such incidents could be
multiplied indefinitely. It has got
so that a professor or lecturer with a
weighty subject to treat shudders as
sees the reporters come in, lie can
hut think of them as so many men
lying In wait to take him* In his
speech. He foresees the ilistortien
the misunderstanding, the false im-
Pres:eon. almost certain to follow. In
the Chien° press this sort of thing
has become my habitual that Chiregn
University had to issue a general
warning against believing the atilt
things which the newspapers attrib-
ute to Its professors. Now, we art.
blamtpg the reporters. They know
that such hunting for the trivial or
the sensational Is "what they are
there for." The true reproach strikes
back to the newspaper managers, and
behind tgem, to the public, evef de-
manding the novel, the queer, or the
blood-curdling. It irr the general
habit of mind that Is really at fault
The phenomena of newspapers Atte
only a pert and a symptof of that
If the power of steady attention te
serious topics of thought is being
gradually broken down, as there are
many als'es that It ts, _oohed hat he
surprised If the attempt is mede to
turn the Advancement of Science into
a new kind of vaudeville.-N. Y. Eve-
ning Post.
Burley Pool Succeeds.
Winchester, Ky., Jan, 2-The Hur-
ley itoOlety, representing, growers of
kentucky. Indiana. and Ohio, in iwo-
Pion here. The plan for pooling tbe
et-op is a teucceime over sixty per. cent
being pledged. Fifteen rents a pound
for the average crop is flied an the
minimum price. •
Notice to Eagles.
Wesineeday night will he installa-
tion of °Went AM Eagles are re-
quieted to V present.
D. P. MARTIN, Worthy Flee.
THE PAM-CA TI EVENING 141:72;
BOARD OF HEALTH
a
WILL REORGANIZE AT MEETING
TO BE CALLED SOON.
Dr. IL Slights He-eleeted And e. It.
Yates Will Be Suorti in at
That Time.
Reorganization of the board of
health for 1907 will'take place at a
meeting to be called shortly by Presi-
dent Brothers. The principal work
in the reoreanizatton will be the.elec-
tion of the president. The var;uus
committees will be appointed by the
new president. At the reorganize-
tleitv -sawting, the two new menibers
elected last month by the council will
be sworn In. Dr. H. P. Sights was re-
elected toIsucceed himself, and Mr.
C. R. Yates was elected to the Posi-
tion vacated by Mr. Anspac-her. Both
were elected for a term of three
years.
CIVIL* SERVICE
Report Made by Commission
Springne'd. III., Jan. 2.-1 The Illi-
nois civil service commission made
its first annual report to Governor
Deneen. Among the recommenda-
tions are: That the limitation of ex-
amination to applicants from Illinois
be removed so that in cases of emer-
gency, help may be secured from
other statcs; supervisor power of
the state commission over civil ser-
vice commissions cdocoun'ies and -cite
ies; extension of civil s•-rvice to all
branches of the state seivicef that a
city at Its option may come under the
civil service as adantnistered by the
State commission. The commissiou
has held 539 examinations in 36 dif-
ferent cities of the state. For these
examinations 240 applicationswere
received.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer-F. A. Dinnant, Nashville;
R. L. Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.; Joe
Rothschild, Louisville; H. M. Finley,
Muncie, Ind.; W. R. Appleby, Chic-a-
go; R. F. Hollis,. Oincinnati; R. E.
Whetfield, Louisville; J. M. Brown,
Paris, Texas; J. M. Gilbert, New
York:--H. R. Bartlett,, New York; D.
C. Rctberte, Carthage, Mo.; J.
Scales, Genhue; George Wooley, St.
Louis; John Pratt, Neat-York; JteE.
Skidmore, Ft. Smith, Ark.; H. FL Wal
lace, Hopkinsvil4e. .
Belvedere-E. A. ltickerY, Louis-
ville; R. G. Mason, Nashville; W. M.
Rogers, Grand Junction, Tenn ; Roy
Headley, Chicago.
New Richmond-W. L. Davis.
Princeton; Macon Booth, Pulaski,
Teen.' Winfred Dutten, Sioux City,
Ia.; J.111, Chandler, Airdsville; W. H.
Brytant,rond Du Lac, Wis.; Kitie
Cody, 
Ui 
lontown; W L. Citwell, Chi-
cago; W.' C. Underhill. Chicago; Toip
Garrett, St. Louis; R. M. Weaver
ew liberty, P. II. Morris, Dyer.
Tenn.; C R. Eison, Hamietsborg.
Terry Casirir, St. Louis; 8, B. Bas-
sett. Popl r Bluff, Moo E. E. Burke.
Carrsville A S.' Vickers, Chicago.
The light reflected :rom the jewels
of the erctwe emnetinses makes
the -Shadow et the cross the blacker.
-Great Cut
In Raincoat
Prices
Something never be-
lore done in Paducah
merchandising. The
New Store, however,
does the exceptional.
Do you appreciate that?
jlft.00 Haintodtg
for 
At such prices any man
up....affor d one. The
varieties arc large. Come
in now and make &se-
lection.
t
LLY
rUM.'"1114',.91
•
RICES OUT
The ax has dropped and prices are all cut to
pieces. We are making the fearful cut of
331 DISCOUNT
•
On All Men's and YOung Men's
uits and Overcoats
You Can Wait on Yourself
Note the price on the ticket, deduct 33 1-3 per cent, pay
us the balance and the goods are yours.
$7.50 Suits and Overcoats
$12.50 Suite and Overcoats
now_ --
S5.00 $ 6.$10.00 Suits and Overcoats 66
$18.50 Snits and Overcoats
now
05.00 Suits .and Overcoats Cut to a
Suits
Going
Fast
alenteneellim. 
$12.31
a $10.00
WhenTouCarry A GRAND LEADEN Bundle
Your friends know you pay
For your Clothes.
G RA
POPULAR PRICED CLOTHIERS
323 BROADWAY PADUCAR, KY
'The Umpire 15 A Most Unhappy Nan:
Sung ino"The 1"nipiri." at The Kentucky Thursday night.
IN THE COURTS
Suits Fited.
John ling against Cordie Long,
for d'voree. _ grounds drunkennees.
They were married *In. 1903 in Ha-
"'The Jake Biederman Grocery and
Raking company against Robert Ims
rte. for $212 20 for inerchandiee.
An attachsnent la asked for.
I
tk•ettie Filed.
f' E. Renfro to F MO McGlathert.
property on Clements street, .$1 and
ether conelderations.
' Court Notts.
O.
.1. II, Perryman 'Was title looming
altPohltod gnardisetefor Halle Perry-
man, aged Vrieers.
Onlaglition of W. Thomas and net-
tle Smith, .Tohn D. Smith Was trirorb
16 tie tocreintolator of the eginteo,of
the tete Tar Or "T) Styllth
•
In Petits. Court..
Davis, colored, whipped his
ts.
1
AMY"
lwife and was fined $40 and costs in
the pottier ronrt this morning.'
Andrew Boyd, oelored, was fined
$20 and costa for breach of peace,
twhile 8ld Dlckerson, also colored,was
fined flu and (outs for the same of-
fense They fought yesterday.
Other cases: .1. R. McClatn,hreach
of ordinance, for drit'in on chated
streets being improved, $10 and
costs; D. 0 Park, for failing to take
cellf an; ittorney's license, $10: Sam
Methtre. etedered, breach of ordi-
nanee, $5 end mete; Babe Nord, col-
ored. dour k $1 and colitis;
Sam Nanee, drunk an disorderly, 30
days In jelO Arthur High, tor creat-
ing a (Dent Mince at the depot, $30
and civets; Jim Semmes coloied. for
failing to erpport chliddeft open:
John Ayers. colored, breach of tbe
r
elic" dismissed.
Marriage Licenses.
Tholes Howitto.p. LIttlev•ille, 26,10
Melte ilielvidt -rte. 23. --
* l'rie b. /11415f1P11, centAr, 24. to,
Mitt fingiseft city. 22.
Overcoats
Going
Faster
Johnson, city, 21, colored.
• ' 
In Bankruptcy,
William Terry. Pinegar flied a pe-
tttion Mt bankruptcy this afternoon,
giving titbit tit ies, one creditor,
amount to $160. He lives at Ironton.
Trigg county, and wes Cyrus Ingrain
uf that city, $180 for rent.
*WIE.IN4 MILL1ONAIRE ON SIGHT.
Kceo•fot Girl.Mareles 'Man First Day
She Had Even Seen Him.
Kenosha, Ma., Jan. 2.--There was
a rontantic Marriage berg last night
when Miss berth* Fisher, a Yonne
woman of this city, WAS married to
Jasper D. Gill. a. mUllomaire farmer
told 'ranch owner of the Dallas -Divide
in Colorado. -Miss Pieter had never
+viten her husband until a few hems;
before the wedding. .The couple bed
been corresponding for more than a
year: anti G111 decided to come to
Kenosha -to see the young woman.
ho. arrived
and 'was aceented: • --
F j Keley. Heath. Ky . 22, to Mr. add Mrs. Dill left for !Ooior
14441E:Ittic' A11•114 .illeon, itert t4Sgeekegdlitd*Y4114". 20•
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Rudy, Phillips ti Co. -
219-223 OROACPWAY
Coat Suits
Remarkably /educed
We place on sale Sat urday and sell
until closed out 30 suit in-misses' and
ladies' sizes-all colors. Regular value
$15.00 to $12.00, to clean out at
7.50 a suit
Ladie?*,ecidy-to-Wear ."epartment.
4
0
'e
1 LOC.CL LAYNE.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Drink Belvedere the maater
brew. -
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Mr. Willie Edwards, a clerk in
the local postoffice department, has
resigned effective January 15 and
will go to Oklahoma to reside. His
successor has not been selected. Ed-
wards is popular and his friends will
regret to see him leave .
-When you order a rig from us
yjetwagae talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable e.erks (not a
diWer or hostler) who writes, flies
and Bliss the order at appoi
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Dr. V. Blythe has moved fro
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway
next to Register building. Office
phones 870, residence 272.
-Olive camp, W. 0. W., installed
officere last night. The meeting was
largely attended and following the
ceremonieg refreshments were serv-
ed. -
--City subscrioers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
fine painting of every character, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Ph one 4,01. -
-Luther Moss was arrested this
morning on a warrant eharging
breach of ordinance, for feeling to
pay a cab fare. He rode in Charlie
Clark's cab.
-We have Slug Slot that will de-
stroy all insects on plants; and Plant
Food tat will make plants grow.
--Brunson, is29 Broadway.
--Caleollar pads and- calendar
stands for office use at R. Clem:
ellen & Co.
-For best coal and bundled kind-
ling, pbon 203, Johnston-Decker
Coal Co.
-De J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
Fraternity building.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-While Joe MeHurst, Colored, of
409entorth Tbinteenth street, was
away yesterday afternoon between 3
and 4 °Week, some one ransacked
his residence and secured $10.75 In
cash; and overcoat end a peer of tan
shoes. The robbery is being investi-
gated by Detectives Moore and Da-
her.
-John Morrison professional horse
shoer and blacksmith with G. R. Sex-
ton, Sixteenth and Madison. Phone
+01.
-Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
has: been Instructed by the board of
(IN and after January
1, 1907, we will
close our store at 10
'oclork on vvcCk nights,
except Saturday, and at
9 o'clock Sunday nights
Customers wishing pre-
scriptions or medicine
after these hours wilt
find night bell at side
door on Fifth street.
0.
R. W. WALKER CO.
Para fIncorporatod
4 1101;ZUCILII8TEI
fiR sel !sutra Inn Mum '
Night Melt at td.. Dors. ,
Publ works to level Manholes allItes.......41,,..
over tint city where they extend
above 4. Tie reet.
-Ole-soar etee, the painter. New
phone II 0-25, o! -phone 975.
___Teaesie Sun has aced its mailin
rate to out-of-town beople, to 2/c a
month .ger $2.54) a yea!'. Send ,t to
one of your former Padireeh iends
as a Crserigtrnas gift. It wilt be just
nee a delay letter from 'Attune.
Phone Oti5 8 and have the Paper abaft-
...,ed in [Luxe for Christmas.
'
DRAMS OF A DAY
I rt; - Charlotte Forehee.
Mrs. toTha r lert
old, creed at th
on gout a 'Ph
at 2:3ena 0'
ip Forshee. 87 years
Ilion Rescue Mission
street this morning
ck from morphine.
She leareeres a son, Dr. T. W. Feorshee,
of this ece ity. The funeral will he con-
ducted It-his afternoen. at 3 o'clock at
the adission. The 'burial will be in
Oak Ors..). ye certifier!,
Mrs. Charlotte Forshee died from
an overaelose of morphine taken to
ease her pain. This is the verdict of
the cor-geareer's jury when an inquest
was hal gel this morning. The woman
had beesx in apparently sood health
consider I ng ter age, but often exper-
ienced pinning. Physitnans testified as
to the e.eCts of morpkine and swore
that thee symptoms min in tha body
were ideritical to morphine poison-
ing. Noes bottle was found and no one
knows harotas or where be got the drug-
The fur -ral will be held tomorrow,
under the e direakin of Odiener Frank
Eaker,
JAMpoe Garments.
BulBet.ent atlention has been direct-
ea-lowa wed the warmth generated in
the hod apo by Paper vests to demon-
strate those fact that there is reason for
serious coreeratideratian of paper garment
manufaacture. There have been fonr
some tirtrare past veis made of paper,
also cuffsa, collars, shirt busonts, etc.,
trot it halms remained for a firm in Sax-
ony to , seapin narrow strips of paper
and cot t.'° into finished fabdics of
common twe. Paper and cottqn and
paper a.sea et woolenare so combined
that saga.r...aceeeble outing suits, jackets,
skirts aria,c1 many other articles of
dress weaver are nowbeing produced.
The new textile, if so it may be cabled,
repeated-I Y without injuring the sto
fare, and is marketed for a redicuioura
ly small seriee, SuffielentaYiolln, as it
Is called. to triode c e a cent plate plain
stilt co -t- se twee or three dollars
Doutstlessa a means will soon befounud
by whicta the finer fabrics may be re-
produces:1r through the use deeper, to
which ea-ad numeroue inventors are
at aa er kr .-Dry Goods.
Water Nato*
Patronage of the Waterl•ompany are
remindec2 that their rents expired
peeemhees- ;AM , and these who desire
to renew- thta quarter should do so
before it. le forgotten. All premises
not paid for on or before January
10th ale 2 be discontinuedl and the
cost of shutting off and turning on
water viral be one dollar. -
Miss inleartrude Monroe, manager
of the st4c-vre or MeElrath and corn-
Parry in Beaton, peened through the
city iodate-5s en mute to Rockport, her
home, w leserre ivite will Vsk.Later Miss
Mon-roe 1 I go salt to hely stock.
miss caortreds Pusher has return-
ed from as visit in Cairo
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plylreaeg between Memphis and
Cinol wjflat.I pea Paducah going
up every Thursday tor Evans-
ville, 1...4JulgvIlla and Cincinnati.
PARR .1f-aaraducesh going down every
Sattiireln3 for nitro, St. Louie
geld lleitamPhie. Leave Memphis
'TutiorilisYs and Cincinnati Wed.
nesdsiyM For pstioenger and
freigliet. rates IIPP1Yto
0. 11r. PHILLIPS, Agent
C) slice Jajohniond House
Telephone An ft
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN. ipprimg, PIM "WINO
People emel
P44,,duessi4 /NAN
rive Hundred Club.
Mrs. John S. Bleeeker is hostess to
the Five Hundred club this afternoon
at her home on North Fifth street.
To Entertain With anus
The younger society boys will give
a dance ou Friday evening at the
Knights of Pythiels hall.
Sans Souci Club.
Mies Clara Thompson entertained
the Sans Souoi club and other guests
very charmingly -yeeteraay afternoon
at cards at her home on South Sixth
greet. It was a pretty New Year par-
ty and the colors red and :white were
attractively emphasized in the deco-
rations and luncheon. The tally cards
bore the greeting "Happy New Year"
After the delightful- course-luncheon,
punch and fruit cake were served in
the hall and an informal recap/Kin
was enjoyed.
The club prize was taken by Mrs.
John W. Scott. Mrs: Lela W.. Lewis
captured the visitors' prize and the
tone hand prize went to Miss Faith
Langstaff.
There were eleven tables of guests
present,
Woman's Club.
The Woman's club will meet, to.
orrow afternoon at the parish
itrese of Grace Episcopal ehurch. The
bust ss meeting will be held prompt
ly at I".30 o'clock, and each member
is urged'1 pay .the year's dues at
this tante
At 3 O'Cli3C die literary 'depart-
ment, Mrs. Fran rham chairman,
will have Miss Anna\laird Stewart of
Cincinnati, lecture on ernare Shaw.
The talk will be inters sed with
readingafrom "Man and S rattan,"
"Canwida,"'"Ceasar and CI tra."
There will also, be a musical ro-
grain. Mrs. Will Clark will render
violin solo in opening, and there will
be vocal numbers by Mrs. James
Weille and Mrs. David Flournoy.
The recital will be free to all who
have given their names for clubs)"
membership.'
Enjoyable Watch Partft
Miss Clara Milne entertained a few
friends with -a- watch party at her
home on South Third street, Monday
evertiag.Enjoyable games were play-
ed and delicious reareshments served.
Those present were: Misses Grace
Pate, Murrell, Seam-on, Audrey Pate,
Maggie Woodford, Vada Riddle,Clara
Male and Masters Henry Seamon,
Will Griffen, Elva Gipson, Clint An-
derson, Raymond Seamon, Ray Mills
and Pearcy Quinn.
P. D. C. Club Dance.
The girls of the P. D. C. club enter-
tained the girls and boys at home
from college for the holidays with a
delightful New Year dance last night
at the Craig House. The parlors
and dancing hall were prettily decor-
ated for the occasion. Mrs. W. F.
Bradshaw, Mrs. Jetta Hobson, Mrs
Charles B. Hatfield, Mrs. Annabel Se.
bree and Mrs. Lealie Soule chaperoned
the party, and in attendance were:
Misses Mary French, Texas; Nela
Bondurant, Cairo; Nell Usher, May-
field; Emanie Nahm, Bowling Green;
Anita Keller, Eloise Bradshaw, Ethel
Sights, Helen Hills. Helen Powell.
Marjory Loving,. lelleabeth Sebree.
Ckeenne Winstead, Nella Hatfield.
Henri Alcott, Jean Morris, Rosebud
Hobson, Lillian Hobson, Elsie Hodge,
letcyette Soule, Manic: Cobb, Cather-
ine Powell, Floseie Craig. 'Garnette
Buckner, Dorothy Langstaff, Messrs.
Wallace Well, 'Fred Gillum, Fred
Wade, Poonsee Reed, James Langstaff,
Will RAY, Will Rinckliffe, Marie/
Ft!rae, Warren Sights, Gay Kidd,
Join Cullinane, G. E. Stevenson,
John Once, George Cabell, Ilerery
Henneberger, Roy Prather, Jame!,
Wheeler, Leo Keller Milton Walter'
stein, Harry Singletoe, Salem Cope,
Guy Martin, Dave Tether. Tom co-
burn, Mr. McGinnis, Danville: Mr.
Bryan and Mr. Bondurant, Cairo,
Matinee Musical Club.
The Matinee Musicale club has pn
matt meeting this afternoon at the
Eagle dub hone* on BroadwIty. A
delightful Rona/int and Rossetti pro-
gram will be rendered.
P. D. C. Club.
Miss Jean Morris entertainedethe
p. la C. club and other guests very
oeestutully at bar home on Madison
street yesterday afternoon There
were seven tables at cards. The taut)
prise was won by Miss Elizabeth Kirk-
land and Miss Nell Usher, of May-
field, oaptured the visitor's prise. +A
.pretty Inneheon was served after the
game The out-of-town guests were:
Minn 1,1:111RRIP :49111t11, of Bowling Green
Mtret Mary French, c,f Fort Worth,
Texas; Miss Nell Usher, of Mayfield
Mho Stewart Tontglit at High School,
Miss Anna Bird Stewart. of Ono
cannot!, who is visiting friends le the
city, will give one of her delightful
readings teitigtit_. at the }Ugh seboot
atedltoritnn for tile benefit of the
WA Khoo( library fund. Miss (tee-
art`s talent is well known in Padu-
cah where she formerly had the chide
of English in the High school faculty.
Ells, is charmingly gifted in mono-
logue and reading. Tonight she will
give selections from Rostand.
Mr. Charles Baker and wife re
turned from Savannah, Tenn., where
they visited relatives auring Christ-
mas.
Miss Lillie hosier has gone to Pop-
lar Bluff Ark., where she is in-
aructor in Music Academe. She spent
the holidays here with her grandpar-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Rose, 329
South Third street.
Mr. Samuel Jackson and wife, of
California, are in the city visiting the
former's..parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Jackson, or-441 South Sixth street.
Deputy Taereff M. E. Sy and wife
of Mayfield are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
J. S.- Seas', of 917 North Seventh
street.
Mr. Linn Hand and wife, of Chi-
cago, have returned home after vis-
iting Moe Henry Hand, 1622 Broad-
way.
Miss Eloise Bradshaw and her
guest, Mies Mary French, latter of
Fort Worth, Texas, today go to
Nashvil:e, where both attend school.
Professor W. H. Sugg and family
have returned from Madisonville
where they spent the holidays.
Mrs. James Moore and daughter,
Bernice, of Hopkineville, are visiting
Mrs. V. H. Ham. of South Eleventh
street.
Miss Eunice Robinson returned
front visiting Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Swanaqn of Louisville..
-Mr. Robert Orme, of Memphis, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Edward Hol-
land, 408 South Fifth street.
Mrs. Mike Galvin is In Indianapo-
lis visiting relatives.
-Miss Clevie Hunt has returned
from vising Mrs. W. R. Waller, of
Mayfield.
Dr. Earl Weeks has returned eto
Louisville to resume his medic-al
studies.
Mr. Samuel Llvingysi< of Mem-
phis, has returne..4me after visit-
e his mother;"Mes. M. Livingston,
14 Broesehvay.
M ary Hallie, of Cairo, is vie-
lying Mita Marjorie Bagby.
Mr. Edvaard Harlan, of Law-ton, I.
T., is visitinlesPolice 'Captain' Frank
Harlan.
Mr, J. W. Shehevd, ;site and son
Winfrey, of Mayfielu.. are visiting
Mrs. Sophia Baumgar
Mr. John Hasked and lesife yester-
day returned from Mayfield\
Mr W. Sr Jackson and Wife of
Un City, Tenn. returned home
yest ay after visiting Mr. and Mint
Sam Cohere
af W. Fa Purdy, the Beercia n a
bank r is in the city on business.
.Mites Bessie Lnkine and Miss Vir-
giniaiCulvers of Metropolis, have re-
turned home after visiting Mrs.
Aaron Hurley* 621 South Tenth
street.
Dr; R. H. Starks. a well known
residint of Benton, Ky., is in the city
today , on business.
Mr. Leon Gleaves, of tha Illinois
Central master mechanic's office, has
retnreed from Elkton, where -he had
been on a vesit.
Miss Ada B.-- 4utt. of Richmond,
Miss Flora Pettt is in Cairo the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Rose McGau-
le.y, of Park Place West.
Mies bens W. Henneberger, the
trained nurea, who was called to
Greenville to nurse, Prof. Frogge,who
was *tricker' with paralysis, re-
turned last evening leaving him very
miteitt improved.
Mrs. Claude Russell, of 320 North
Sixth street, is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Rush, of Me-
tropolis who have been the guests of
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Petit, Twelfth and
Trimble streets, returned home to-
day.
Miss Terrece Starks, of Nashville,
has returned home after visiting Mrs.
Samltel Starks, 803 Madison street.
Miss Georgia Moxley, of 232
North Sixth etteet has returned
from visiting in Owensboro during
the Chrtetspas period.
Mr. Torn Flournoy, a former Pa-
ducahau, returned to Atlanta. (la.,
this Morning after a port visit in
Pad u ratio
Dr. Theodore Bringhuret, of Shaw-
nee, Oklahoma, is in the city visiting
his brother. Mr. Edward H. Being-
hurst, en route from Clarkaville,
Tenn., to his home. He will leave to-
night.
Attorneys J. S. Roam and James
Campbell, Sr., left this morning for
Louisville to attend the hearing of
the personal bankruptcy case of E.
Rehkopf before Judge Walter Crean.
Friday. „
.Mr. !Robert Wallace' left today for
Princeton college to resume his work.
will arrive tomorrow to visit MM. 0.
T. Anderson, 221 Adams street. She
je president of the state association,
Darigheers of Macabees
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. DOT are nitVi
fri0V/ItarletKly residents of Montgom-
ery, Ala.
Mate 'Mary Barry, of Sixth and
Madison streets, has returned from
visit to Earlintron, Ky. She was se-
loornpanied by Mime Riehie Stone, an
'attractive young lady of EarlIngton,
who will he her guest.
Me. W. J. Reidnedge. of Little
Boon. has returned home after Oat-
paren:a.
Hart
Has
A large line of'
Rutting Tables
And
Kard Tables
This week as follows: -
$1.00 Tables at - - 73c
$3.00 Tables at - - $2.57
Siip 2.
0. HART & SONS CO
ffP8.
Perhate, In answering the want ad.
which interests you most today, you
will make a trip to some part of the
city in which you have never been
before-e-ven if you have lived here
all of your ille.
'MUSIC teacher -wanted at '2.12
South }berth.
FURNISHED reens for rent. Apply
428 South Fourth street.
WANTED-Cook and house girl,
424 South Sixth street,
koR RENT-Elegant fiats, Seventh
and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
WAN115D-Experiented shoe sales-
man. ApplYa.T. E. L. care Sun office.
FOR SATE.-One square piano
cheap. Address ̀ X. care Sun.
WANTED-A freest Jersey' cow.
Address P.. care The Si
RIpEtiRT WOOD-Ph
44L/New_ 598. Delivered
Z. Z. Bell & Bone.
FOR ALL kinds of carpenter
apply 0. M. Dodd, 1609 Harrison, olds
phone 830.
YOUNG LADY-Wants position as
stenographer. Address • "E," Sue
office.
leOR RENT-One nicely furnished
room with all modern conveniences.
Apply 837 Jefferson street.
es, Old
p'lPQmptly.
WANTETI-A good, young, fresh,
or noon to be fresh Jersey cow. Ad-
dress R. R., care The Bon.
FOR SALE-Cheap, 3 head good
work horses, John Copeland's Stable,
419 Jefferson street.
FOUND-A gentleman's mani-
cure set. Owner may have same by
calling at this office, identifying same
and paying for this ad.
UNFURNISHED Roost wut ev-
ery convenience; Tor rent cheap.
Large, airy, southern exposure,
419 1-2 Jefferson street.
SEND your clothes to the 'Pettit-
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
phones 1507. •
STRAY ED--B ay mare colt. Find-
er return to 5.4 , North Sixteenth
street and be reworded. Duke Wil-
liams.
, J. E. MORGAN, blacksmith, 408
S. Third. Old phone 457; Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive' agent
for fore steno side wire Urea, the
best ruhaser tires mode.
CONTRACTOR WEIKE1,--Mason
ry and concrete work a eptScialty
Office 126 South ,Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1287. Prompt an
tendon to all estimates.
FOR -RENT--5-room cottage
hones* No. 423 Adams street, with
bath and sewer connections. Apply
302 Note Seventh et rest. Phone
1325.
-•-;
COAL A PLENTY.
PITTSBURG COAL CO.'S LUMP •
(X)AL
CART.ERVILLE,
(X1AL 
OLD TAYLOR 
18e
ILLS., LUMP •
iRe
KY. LUMP
('OA
98,000 BINIIIICL8 NOW STORED
IN OUR SHEDS, SSE MADISON ST.
ROTH 'PHONER: OLD 11119, NEW
SUSS. BRADLEY BMW.. .
TODAY'S MARKETS 4..
Local markets:
Dressed Chickens-25c to 55a.
Eggs-25c doz.
Butter-30c lb..
Sweet Potatoes-Per bu.
Country Hams--15c lb.
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60c.
Green Sausage-10c Re
Sausage-10c lb.
Country Lard-12c Rt.
Celery-75c bunch.
Turnips--60c bu.
Par;nips-$1.00 be.
Green Tomatoes-5-0c basket
Turnips--Three for 10c.
Lettuce-10c.
Spinarh-50c bu.
Pears--10c qt.
Rabbits-15c each.
Honey-17c It.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Wheat-75c bu.
Corr-fines-lin. -
Corn-5,0c be. in sacks.
Hay Frosn jobbers to retail deal-
ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim ,
at0; No. 1 Tim,, $1,9. No. 2 Tim,,
21 , Fancy northern clover $20.
From -country wagene at public qual-
ity medlem to very poor, $8 to $17
PO' ton tor valour' mixtures.
YOU rioN'T lediVit 'TO Weil
Every dose makes youllipti better. Las P041
keeps your whole Insides fight. Sold on the
nioney-bsek plan everywhere Price Sot tali.
"Not a -truth to art or science has
been given,
But brows have ached for it.. aad
souls toiled and striven. -
And many have striven, and many
have failed,
And many died, slain by the truth
they assailed."
The Osteopathic science has been
assailed as vigorously as ever say
new truth that has been offered the
world, but, today it is rapidly coming
into its own, as the pebple become
better acqrainted with it-know it
Osteopathy is an evolution of the
science of treating disease. went
back to the first principles in nature
for its foundation, and by taking a
step backward it has made a great
stride forward.
It is mcre:y a common sense
!treatment; a method of manipula-
tion to restore the normal conditions
of nerve control and blood supply to
every organ of the body by removing
the physical obstruetion. or 'time-
lating, or preventing functional ac-
tivities, as the condition may re-
quire.
The success I have had in Padu-
cah in treating rheumatism, neural-
gia, nervousness, malaria conditions,
such as the tired-out, run-down feel-
ing, sick, heavy headaches, and
stomach disofders are hut a repeti-
tion of the successes of the science
everywhere.
Come to see me at any time, and
let me tell you of Paducah peeple
you know well who will vouch to
benefits received from the treatment.
That's the best recommendation
tan give-you.
DR PROA011. tli Brooding.
'Mile 1407.
•
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Make You Weak?
Most physics do. 1SaIts, eittor-01, aali newly
the patent tablets and pills sold as cathartics
laxatives have a dangerous effect upon the
organs. In time, strength is repined
not before great danger is done to the *Iles
the bowels and invents.
DE-CAMWelik SgniPitiksin
........
'
11
••!A . \ • -.- . f
i‘ _- As A ,
4 NJ
'
.. ' .,
c..:,
•
A. ,.
. .t,
at 50c and e.toot (Cottle.
Tots.
III.
not like any other physic you can take, because
of weakening the intestinal muscles, it gives
strength sufficient to voluntarily perform
firnctioha.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, unlike other
often taken for stomach disorders, does
create a Whit which, makes it necessary for
patisa to continue itf we. Physics that
you weak, that cause yen to perspire, and
feel nervous invariably do great harm.
You never experience any sucLunpleasant and
sensations.from taking Dr. Caldwell 's
Pepsin. It is a pleasantly palat;able rem-
which never causes gripivg and in all cases
constipation, indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on
and all other disorders arising from such
it quickly and permanently cures.
All druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
Homey bicit if it doesirk't bastefit
Pepsin Syrup Co. Monticello.
..,
,.
7.
._
. -Your Money..
Cannot walk 'nor crawl away trOm you, nor e lost or
stolen when deposited at 4 yei cent.compo id interest
in this bank. -,1 „ :
Open an account at once and ge •ourself a start.
• anics
• ,.....
4.' 
.... ,,i , uo,, mers Savings
z /, 210 Broadway
„
and
Bank
CoUR FIRST THOUGHT
yi . ..
I When dwelling on the Plumbing or
' Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor.
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas
132 South Fourth 325
Both Phones 201
Heating question it :
Oftener than not
Fitting
Kentu%,.;tcy Avo.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
, ,ft VIk
'
L-
11Jor
N t
Real Estate Agency.
FREE RleAl.... ESTATE PRICE LIST
Ftaternity Building. Both Phones 835
UNIFORM SCALE
muter 010 BROTHERHOOD OF
RAILWAY CABMEN.
Joint Prviteriive Board Meeta at
Memptlio. January N, hi It.
Anneal geralon.
The Joint protective board of the
Brotherhood of Railway Carmen, of
the 11;inols Centtal road, will hohl'
thq annual meeting next Tuesdav at
Memphis and Secretary Quincy Wal-
lace, of this city, vas no notified to-
day
The earernittee coneints of dele-
gates from branch organizations, and
there will be about 18 In attendance7
The first matter to be acted on' will
be a now -scale for the year. The
committee 40 wollicing for a uniform
*isle...ill over the and last
yaft.t'ssateakaidattfit eeeurlasa hater
one than that then in force.
Following this will Items Intseella...,
JUDGE BliF,A111117
IS CONSIDERING
Letters :Pour- Into U.i,kiws-
vHIe Daily
Is Urged By State Leaders to Make
Race for Governor and He May
Consent.
COAL COMPLAINT IS FILED.
Hopkinsville, Jan, 2.—In an inter-
view this afternoon Judge James
Breathitt, who is being strongly urged
to enter 'the race for -the Keillibilmn
nomination 'for governor, admitted
that he was seriously considering the
matter, and staled that he would an-
nounce his decision in a few days.
Every mail brings large numbers of
letters from prominent Republicans
all over the, state urging Judge
Breathitt to enter the race, wile
others telegraph, and still others call
on him In person. It is believed here
that he wHi formally announce him-
self soon.
Complaint Is Filed.
Louisville, Jan. 2.—A formal com-
plaint has been filed by [William Eades
president ofi the Hillside Goal com-
pany, of Mutilenberg county, agttirtil
the Illinois Central ,Rattroad com-
pany, the railroad commission being
Appealed to for relief front a condi-
tion which,iL.le claimed, is brought
about by discrimination.
Mentngitle Npidem. ic.
flopkinsvIlle, Jan. 2.—A terrible
disease, which has been pronopneed
spinal meningitis by two physicians
in attendance, has broken out In the
neighborhood of Era, in the northern
part of this county. Already two
cleatIhs- have resultel, and a number
of other persons are affected.
The malady first appeared in the
family of atfr. Joe Reynolds, and six
have been stricken down in the same
manner.
Charles Clark, the son of William
Ciark, of Clarksville Tenn., wise was
visiting relatives in the neighborhood,
was attacked by the disease Saturday,
and yesterday death relieved him
from his sufferings. •
Ernest Powell, the twelve-year-old
sou of Jesse Powell, died last night.
The Charming Woman.
Is not neeeetarily one of perfect form
and features. Many a plain woman
who ooujd never serve as. an artist's
model, possesses those rare qualities
that all the world admires; neatness,
clear eyes, clean, emooth skin and that
sprightliness of step and action tEit
accompany good health. A physical-
ly weak woman is never attractive,
not even to hereeif. Electric Bitters
tcrestore weak women; give strong
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, Velvety
kin, beautiful complexion. Guaran-
teed at all druggists, 50e.
---%"--
CHILD HURT BY CAR.
nenus business and the election of
officers. Mr. Wallace has Iheld the of-
fice of secretary for several years'
with credit.
Long Lire the King!
is the popishr cry throughout Euro-
pean counirisile in America, the
,.ry Of the new/717day is "Long live
Dr. King's New pivovery, King of
Throat and Lti n Pc- Remedies!" of
which Ws. Julia Ryder Paine, Truro
Mass., says: "It neyer fails to give
Ifnitediatie re)4at and to quickly cure
cough or cold." Mrs. Pitine's opin-
ion is shared by a majority of the in-
habitants of this country. New Dis-
covery cures weak lunge • and sore
threats aeter all other remedies have
tailed; and for coughs and colds It's
the ,only sure cure. Ditarartteed by
an druggists. 60c and $1.00. Trial
bottle free,
"Your son Is a great football
player."
"Yes; it Is hereditary."
"1 nefer heard that his father IV
X Qt bait Stlayer."---.7--- 
"Me isn't hut he is a chronic kick-
er."—Houston Post.
Knocks Her Down But She Escapes
Injury.
Vera Goad, 6 years old, daughter
of William Goad, of 1247 Trimble
street, was knocked down by a
i. eet ear yeetenday afternoon at
o'clock at Twelfth and Trimble
streets, but not seriously injured.
This morning she was up and playing
about the house. She tried to cross
ahead of lee 'incoming oar, No. 67,
In charge of Motorman Johnson and
Conductor Sanderson. The girl was
attended by Drs. Bradley, Bass and
Boyd.
GANS iNirms FIG11
IN EIGHTH ROUND
Swing on Jaw Knocks Kid
Herman out
Colored Fighter Was Favorite in the
Betting and Winner From
Outset.
A Wonderful Happening.
Port Byron, N. Y. has witnessed
one of the most remidtable cases of
Healing ever recorded. Autos F.
King, of that place says: "Bueklen's
Arnica Salve cured a F.01re on my leg
with whfeh ',had suffered over 80
yOnrs. ..4...iiacy;five:" Gnat.:
anteed to cure all sores, by IX drug-
gists, 25e.
Goes to Metropolis, .
Mr. J. G. Rapp, the well-known
tailor of 'Lie Hat-meting shops, and
Wu Delilah Summers, of South
Eleventh street, a well known young
lady of the eolith side, went to Me-
tropolis this* morning to be married.
They arrange) a secret wedding and
Intend to return late this afternoon.
Rooms at .418 North Fourth street
have been prepared for them and this
will be their home.
A Memorable Day.
One of the days we remerrtber with
pleasere, as well an with profit to our
health, Is tte one on which we beearne
acquainted with Dr. King's New Life
Pills, and painiees Purifiera that cure
headache and tilltiousinees, and keep
the bowels rilht. 25c, at all drug
stores.
—Viva llandrel. -WO* NITA. tot
sale at The Sun olgee—twenty-flve
cents each.
BEST Br.fT1NG AT RINGSIDE.
Casino Athletic Club, Tonopah,
Nev., Jon. 2.—Joe Gans fought true
to-the "dupe" attest. After phoning
with Herman for eight reende, the
champion landed a full swing on the
point of -Iterrnen"e jaw, and Chicago's
favorfte fighter went to -the mat a
beaten man.
It was aprrarent from. the start
that Herman had no chance. Glans
blocked his blows with the greatest
ease and at no tithe Was worried
In the tense In the first round, Joe
started to feel the thing out. -Herman
was willing to fight, but the thampion
stalled 'him off.
In the second round Gans started,
to open up The Kid's attempts to
land all ended in allures. Gans
blocked Herman's leads with glove
and elbow and when the opportunity
preitentecl Itself shot right and left
jolts to his opponent's face. The third
and fourth rounds were repetitions of
the second.
Crowd Was With Herniae. •
It was plainly seen that Herman,
the short-ender, the "under dog." was
a favorite with the crowd. When the
"Kid" landed a blow the crowd cheer-
ed wildly. Gans only drew applause
when lie -fought his cleverest.
In. the fifth round, Gans. -having
measured his man, slowed down. This
was the only round where Herman
made any showing. The Kid waded
In and swung heed rights and lefts at
the chterresion. Gans appeared care-
less and a number of blows landed as
the Crowd'eheered madly for the Chi-
cagoan at the end of the round. The
sixth and seventh rounds were all
Gans'.
tin the eighth Gans started out by
feinting atid drawing Herman's fire
They "fiddled around the ring until
Gans worked his opponent into a
corner. Joe feinted with his lett and
the Kid swung wildly with his left.
He left an opening. Like a flash Gan
whipped in•a lett and then a win
right, flush on the point of the Jew.
Herman dropped like a log with his
face buried in his handla,--He laY mo
tionlese at the edge of the ring Ge
walked away—it was all over.
Unconscious Three Minutes.
Nate Lewis ran around the ring t
where the Kid lay and begged him t
rise Herman heeded not the words
14e was senseless. At the count o
ten, Lewis and Adam Ryan carried
their protege to his corner, whe
three minutes -elapsed before h
came to.
Herman was outclassed from th
start to the finish. He never had
chance, and he never a-111 hare
chance when be meets a man of Gan
calibre.
The tight was not without incidents
The to aviest betting des-eloped at Ihi
ide. In the second the men wer
milling It fiercely when the gnu
sounded. Herman heeded the bell
and stepped back froM clinch. Gen
not hearing the bell landed a hart
right on the.oKid's neck. The crow
arose to it feet andielseed and hoOt
ed It was then that' Gans read
what he had done. Like ma
Gans faced the crowd and made
public enclose., Not content wit
that, Gene went to lierman's corner
and grasping the Kid's band. ex
peened that he had not heard th
gong. The Mapes changed to cheer
as Gans returned to his meat.
"Hest Man Woe," Says Herman.
After the tight when he came t
Herman said:
"Thete's no getting away from it
the best man won. I made the bee
fight that was in me against a super
bar man. I cannot deny- that be ia th
beat man, and I do not begrudge hi
his victory."
Gans bore his -easily won honor
with the best of grace. "It was jua
as I expected." said the champion. "
had Herman out-classed. He wa
game, but he Dever had a chance t
win."
HEARING POSTININED.
Judge lived Takes l'p llarkettunste
Case Monday.
Judge William Reed, J. D. Moc
guot and D. H. Moshe* left thi
morning for Evansville to take 41
sitions in the ease of the E. Reh
kOpf Saddlery coMpany. Judge
has postponed the hearing of the 4n
junetIon case, itrvolving the right
the general council to elope -market
wester, wharfumster and iewer in
Rueter, *Mil
Nrrifieti lint Ktii THU SUN.
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We Vse the King of Al!
Boscm'Iron.ters.--Why?
. First—Because it irons smoobbly, not rough.
.i.te,outl --The button holes or stud holes_ match. —
Third—Negggee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.'
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so. often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky.," Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry. .
.e .
STAR
Both Phones 200.
LAUNDRY
120 North Fourth St.
•
for
Hylo
Miniature
Christmas
Decorations,
FOR
Paducah
406
Lamps
SALE
Light
BROADWAY
Lamps
Tree
OR RENT
& Power Co.
•
_
•Hoke!. Marlboroug
ti,
,,
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located Hotel on'',. 
t
Broadway. 0.1Iy ten minutes walk
,• • to 25 leading theatres. Completely
, renovated and transformed in every_
- . department. Up-to-date in all re-
, spe,-ts. Telephone in each room.
-- I . ‘ '-t  Four Beautiful Pining Rooms
"• 
I., '', 
with Capacity of 1200.
,, 
'!i:ip ,
.• .-;‘t i 1 1 - The Fa,mous
i
.I German Restaurant
- *...41,TirL: -1,„1,.. ,.i-:-. Broadwav's chief attract:on for Spe-
cial Food Dishes and. Popular Music.
European Plan. 400 Reams. 2.10 Batts.
F •,, fo, Rapala $5.50 and upward. $2.00 and upward vitt. tad,. Parlor, litdrtvan1 sad Bath
Cip '$3.Cfl :.:,.'. s:7 ---!. ' .00 crtra whoa two paean* occupy a *Ingle geo.n. '
WRITE FOR noOroxr.
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. M. 71ERNEY. Manager
1
, - - i-XXXIIIIIXIXXXXXXXXIIMININIM
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co. 1
_,L".__ —
ELECTRICAL
.
122-14
'
House
N.
wiring,
Complete
Fourth
- Ineorpc
t
electric
machine
St.
la
SUPPLIES.
plants
shop.
installed.
Phoneme757
ar
— 
_ _ _ _
TO LET
, ,
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in cif), for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
in Broadway
•,.•.
tL,t. airy
r We are
Olauber's
ready
TRANsFER
Now located
for all
TEISPHONF
at
Stable.,
kind,
499
,
.€0
.
....
of hauling.
.
„ .• _
-
OUY. NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
AMBULANCE:3 IPOR SICK OR INJURE-3D
_ Qprors Otry rand Niggilt-
thigew-134111)4141 .114 4. MEI TTherrtek 6100
213 SOUTH TH IR CI STIn der
Wee
SW
I
MIPs...
tiabit- ming Medicines.
Whatever'may be the fact as to many
of the so-called patent medicines con-
pubile ed la some journali of mere or
tida injurious.ingredatati Le broadly
less Influence, this publicity has certainly
been qf great benefit in abouaing Deeded
attention to this subject, It has, in a
considerable measure, resulted in the
most istelligent people avoiding such
foods and medicines as may be tattle DIS-
pected of containing tin' injurious 'ogre-
deem complained of..__neieojotlzepg this
fact some time ago, Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo,
N. Y., "took time by the forelock," as it
were, and pujellshed broadeast all the
ingredients of which Ins popular medi-
cine ro .,eomposed. Thus he kas com-
pletely ItereataGel all harping critites and
all opposition that might otherwise be
urged against his medicines, because they
are now or KNOWN comeogrnort. Fur-
thermore, from the formula printed on
:every bottle wrapper, it will be seen that
'Abase medicines contain no alcohol or
other habit-forming drugs. Neither do
thee. contain any narcotics or injurious
agents, their ingredients being purely
vegetable, extracted from the roots of
medicinal plants found growinrIn the
depths of our American forests and of
well recognised curative virtues.
Instead of alcohol, whtch even in small
portions long continued, as in obstinate
cases of diseases, becomes highly objec-
tionable from its tendency to produce a
croing for stimulants, 1)r. Pierce em-
ploys chemically pure, triple -refined
glycerine, which of Itself Is a valuable
remedy in many cases of chronic diseases,
being a superior demulcent, antiseptic,
antiferment and supporting netritive.
It enhances-the curative action of the
Golden Seal root, Stone root, Black
Cherrybark and Bloodroot, contained in
"Golden Medical Discovery," In all bron-
chial, throat and lting affections attended
with severe coughs. As will be seen from
the writings of theeeminent Drs. Grover
Coe, of New York; Battholow. of Jeffer-
son Medical College, Phila.; Scudder, of
Cincinnati; El'ingwood. of Chicago;
Hale. of 'Chicago, and others, who stand
as leaders in their several schools of
practice, the foregoing agents are the
eery beet ingrenients that Dr. Pierce
could have Chosen to maim up'-hi. .1a-
/riot's "Discovery" for the cure of not
only bronchial, throat and lung affec-
Voris, but also of chronic catarrh in all
Its various forms wherever located.
Send Us
Your
Prescriptions
When you are having a
prescription filled you cannot
be too careful about who fills
it for you.
This department of our
business receives the careful
attention of one of the best
prescriptionists in the state,
and only the purest and
freshest drugs are used.
• We fill all prescriptions
promptly, and deliver any-
where in reasonable distance.
W. J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
litnefactuers of
PIANOS ad ORGANS
Sell on installments 9.,‘121
take old instruments in
exchange.
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY
E. P. Bourquis tuner.
W. T. MILLER & BRO.
Phone 10 4 1.st
Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,*
Team Harness,
Buggy Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed arid oiled
Paducah
Saddlery Co.
Fourth and Jefferson
Streets.
as.
Danube' ls One thing that the if hole
world Ion 'fines loarierin sppteel-
ate.
eariwnineeree.
THE (4
FUGLES
By A. CONAN DOYLE,
Indio: of -The &Om of Sherlock liolawse
COPYRIGHT. laPi. BY esee-R & RoTereS
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(Continued front Yesterday.)
CILIPTER XVI.
IVO da s after Mm.. de Main-
tenoi marriage tcIete king
there was held within the hum-
ble •ails of her little room a
meeting wbih was. destined to eatute
untold miserj to many hundred, of
thousands of ople.
The time had cane when the church
was to claim Aer promise front ma-
darue.and her pale cheeks and sad eyes
showed how Tails it had been for ter
to try to drown the pleadings of her
tender heart by the arguments of the
bigots around her. She knew the HU-
guenc of France. Who could know
the better. seeing that she was her-
self from their stock and bad been
brought up in "their faith? She knew
their patience, their nobility, their in-
dependence, their tenacity. What
chance was there that they would con-
form to the king's. wish? A few great
nobles might, but the others would
laugh at the galleys, the jail, or even
tbe gallows, when the faith of their
fathers was at stake. If their creed
were no louger tolerated, then, and if
they remained true to it, they must
"eTther fly feom the country or spend ne
living-death tugging at an oar or work.
Mg in a chain ming upon the roads.
The eloquent Bishop Bossuet was
there; with Louvols, the minister of
war, and the thin, pale Jesuit, Father
in Chaise, each piling argument upon
argument to overcome the reluctance
of the keng. Maclaine bent over her
tapestry and weaved leer colored silks
In silence, while the king leaned upon
his hand and listened with thelace of
a man 'Who knows that he is driven
and yet can hardly turn against the
goads. On the low table lay a paper,
with pen and ink beside it. It wits the
order for the revocation, and it tmly
needed the king's signature to-make it
the law.
'And so, father, you are of opinion
that if I stamp out heresy in this fash-
ion I shall assure my own salvation in
the next world?' he asked.
"You will have merited a reward."
"Anti you think so. too, M. Bishop?"
"Assuredly, sire."
"Besides, dire," said Pere la Chaise
softly, ".here would b little need for
stronger measures. As I have already
remarked to you, you are so beloved In
your kingdom that the mere assurance
that you had expressed your will upon
the &abject would be euotigh to turn
them all to the true faith."
"I wish that I could think P.O. father;
I wish that I could think, so. • But what
Is this?"
—it was his valet wile had half opened
the door.
"Captain de Gantlet is here, sire."
"Ask the captain to enter. Alt!" A
happy thought seemed to have struck
him. "We shall see what love for me
will do in such a matter, for if It is
anywhere to lie found It must be among
toy own body servants"
The guardsman- bad arrived that in-
stant from his long ride, and, leaving
Amos! Green with the horses, be had
come on at once, all dusty and travel
stained, to carry his message to the
king, He entered now and stood with
the quiet ease of a men who is used-
such scenes.
"What news, captain?"
"Major de Briesne.bade me tell you.
sire, that he held the castle of Portil-
Inc, that the lady is safe and thtit her
eneband Le a prisoner."
Louis aril file wife exchanged n quick
ciente of relief.
"That is we.l." said he. "By the
way, ettptetn. you hare served me hi
many wart of late and always with
s terese. I best-. Lournie, that Be la
!tette IS dead of the smallpox.",
"He died, yesterday. sire."
i conieniesion of major to
"Then IN Ieelre that- you make out
he vaean 
H. de Catinat. Lat me be the nest to
rengratalate yen. major. me et your
romotton.'
Be Catinat kissed the bend which
ledentnnarch held out to him.
"May I be worthy of your kindness,
ire!"
-Yon would do what you could to
vrre me. welsh! you -not? Then 1
I all put tainr fidelity to the proof."
-I am ready for any proof."
"It Is not a very severe one. Yon
see this paper upon the table. It Is
an order that all the Huguenots in my
donuniptis shall give up their errors,
under pain of haulphment or captivity.
Now I have hopes that there are many
of my faitlifin subjects who are at
faint in this wetter, but who will ab-
,iureett when they learn that it Is al
e 'Carly expressed wish that L-ey
should do so. Do you follow me?
"Yes, f..re," The young man had
turned deadly pale. and he shifted his
tent and opened and clasped his hands.
"You nee yourself a iImeuetiot. I un-
derstand. - 1 would gladly have you. . "I
then, as a first fruit of this great maim when
ure. Let. us bear from your own lips they
that iou, for one, are reedy to follow
the Mid of yule- king."
The young guardsmen OM hesitated,
though his deubte *ere tathee we to
Low' he sewed frame his repo, than as
to whet it.4 puestsnce should e, e
felt Met in nu instant Fortune bad,
wiped out all the good turns white) she
end done him during his past fife and
that now. Tar from being In her debt,
be held a heavy score againet her. The
king arched his eyebrow*, and tleutta
melt his fingers imminently as be
gianeed-ntrAlle deirnettateehtee end de-
..eyettel bearing.
"Why all this i4leught7" he cried.
"You ire a man whom have raised
and whom I will raise. He who has a
major's epaulets at thirty may carry a
marshal's baton at fifty. Your past is
mine, and your future shall be no less
so. What other hopes have you?" _
"I have none, sire, outside your serv-
ice." -
"Why this silence,' tben? Why do
you not give the assurance which I de-
mand?"
"I cannot do it, sire. It is impossible.
I should, have no more peat* in my
mind or respect rot myself If I knew
that for the sake of position or wealth
I elate given up the faith of my fa-
thers."
"Man, you are surely mad! There Is
all that a man could covet upon one
side, ante whlat is there upon the other?"
"There Is my honor."
"And is it, then, a dishonor to em-
brace my religion?"
"It would be a disnonor to me to ern-
brace it for the sake of gain without
belle;sing in it."
"Then believe it."
"Alas, sire. a man cannot force him-
self to believe. Belief is a thing which
must come to him, not he to it."
."On my word, father," said Louts.
glancing, with a bitter smile, at his
Jesuit confessor, "I shall have to pick
the cadets of the household from your
seminary, since my officers have turned
casuists and theologians. So, for the
last time, you refuse to obey ray re-
quest?"
"Oh, sire"— De Cattiest took a step
forward, without outstretched bands
and tears in his eyes.
But the king checked him with a ges-
ture. "I desire no iSrotestations," said
het • "I judge a man by his acts. Do
you abjure or not?"
"I cannot, sire."
"You see," said Louis, turning again
to the Jesuit, "it will not be as easy
as you think."
"This man is obstinate, it its true, but
many others will be more yielding."
The king shook his bead. "I would
that' I knew what to do," said he.
"Madame, I know that you at least
will ever give me the best advice. Yo
have heard all that has been said'
What do you recommend?"
She kept her eyes still fixed 'Mon
her tapestry, but her voice was firm
and clear as she answered: •
, "You have yourself said that you are
the eldest son of the church. If the
eldest son desert her, then who will
do her bidding?"
Louis look up the pen from the table
and drew the paper toward him.
(To be Continuen.)
The Texas Wonder
Curse all kidney, bladder and rhea.
matte troubles; sofd by J. H. 
ac-h1a-eer,eger, be l Broad way, Dr. E. W
Hell, office 2926 Olive street, St.
Louis, Mo.
Railroad Building in South.
Based on a thorough canvass of
every released company in the south
and southwest, the Manufacturers'
Record of December 27 publiehes a
table showing the amount of new
mileage built in 1906, and aloe the
construction proposed for 194)7, in
each state and territory covered by
this investigation, as (ollows:
Mileage.
.1944. 1901.
Alabain a  1102.02 226,95
Arkansas  '282.59 203.44
District of Columbia
Florida  154.70
Georgia  226.10
Indian Territory  45.40
Kentucky  74.65
Louisiana  471.75
Maryiend  33.5
Mississippi  232.12
Misesouri  76
North Carolina  192
Oklahoma 
South Carolina  27.7
Tennessee  70
Teta*  '810.3.0
162
i Wee* ifilenla  2 MN
5
6103
411
121
132.65
4l)8.76
26
426
40
2t17.50
46
113
15.1.5
834.81
3,22.25
164.50
Total,..,  3,2 1.93 4,445.4e
CARRIE NATION
Certainly animated a hole In the bar-
rooms of Kansas, but Ballard's Hore-
hound Syrup has 'mashed all records
NS FL CLIP fOr Coughtt, Bronchitis. In-
fluenza and all Pulmonary diseases.
T. C'. H—. Benoit Kansiuu. writes: -I
have never found a medicine that
would cure a rough so quickly as Bal-
i., 'a Horehound Syrup. I have used
It " 
years.
Sold 'by all druggists.
wonder what the poet meant
be said. "blessings brighten as
Lake their flights,' " remarked
the curious mu*
"Perhaps he meant Cagle blessed-
ness." replied the man who was up-
happily married.— Philadelphia
Press.
THE JOY
'lit-Ing is to have good ttealth.; Hen
erhine and you wen have bushels Qt
or. You need not- be eltue, fretfiul and
have mat bed trete in rout mouth.
TFy a bottle of Herbine. a Salrlitly, cure
for all levee complaititte Pl. Harrell.
Austin. 'rex., writes.. "1- have Ted
Bethinit ter:eyer•e_yedir,_aftd_And
ttilS...-esettinifer, teeny Teseenemen tt
as ii sac medicine fur Corapapatah,"
Sold by all druggists.
Old People
NEED VINOL
it siren ens and- vitalizes
With old age feebleness ana
Lis of power; the organs act more
slowly and less effectual:3r: the blood
is Shin, shiggieh and watery; diger
tion-is weak and food is not assimil-
ated as it used to be.
Vinol repairs worn tissues and
checks the natural decline. It tones
up the digestive organs, aids assimila-
tion, makes rich, red blood and
strengthens every organ in the body.
In this natural manner Vince replaces
weakness with strength.
Vinol contains all the medicinal
elements of cod liver oil in a concen-
trated form taken from fanakt rods'
livers, the useless oil eliminated and
tonic iron ticidel.
It is because we know so well of
what Vinol is made that we offer to
return money if it falls to benefit.
Are B. McPherson, Druggist.
Note.—Vebile we are sole agents
for Vinol in Paducah, it is now for
sale it the leading drug store in near-
ly every town and city in the coun-
try. Look for the Vince agency in
your town.
LABOR GODDESS
WILL BE CROWNED AT MEETING
OF CENTRAL LABOR UNION.
Program of Exercises at Coronation
of Miss Geraldine Gibson
Tonight. • .
• Miss Geraldine Gibson, Goddess of
Labor, will be crowned tonight. The
program has been completed and all
stands in readiness for the ceremo-
nies at Cont -al Labor union halt.
Miss Gibson was by popular vote
made the Goddess; of Labor during
the labray Celebrations last Sep-
tember. She is an attractive young
woman and will be given a line gold
watch immediately after the ceremo-
The program 'under direction of
President Benjamin Mosely of C.
L. C. follows:
Music.
Prayer by the Hey. Peter Fields,
Music,
Opening, Address by Judge David
A. Cross.
Music.
Recitation by Colonel foseph Des-
berger.
Music.
Address; by Rev. Peter Fields.
Crowning of the Goddess., Miss
Gibson, by B. M. Mosely, president
C. L._ It.
_Presentation of wroatts---1:111y- Miss
Nellie Hotchkibs, the retirtag god-
dess.
Refreshments
ALL THE WORI.Ei'
Is a stage, and flallard's Snow Lini-
ment plays a most prominent part. It
has no superior for Rheumatism, stiff
Joints, cuts, sprains, and all pains. Buy
It, try It and you will always use it.
Anybody who has used Hallard's Snow
Liniment Is a proof of what it does.
Buy a. trial bottle. 26c, 50c and $1.00.
Sold hy an druggists.
Two Wild Cats.
Two wild cats six weeks old were
caught by Mr. J. M. Luttrell', the
wed known tie man, near Stanton,
Tenn., on Hatchie rivet. The mother
of the pair was killed. The rats were
hen,. to Lay ,on Luttrell, driver for
the Anheuser-Busch Brewing compa-
ny, a son of the captor, end 'William
Robinson, Jr., of Gott's restaurant.
Art) express messenger on the Louis-
ville and Nashville, had his hand lac-
?rated by the eats.
"i was never very hopeful about
welling reform," remarked the cheer
less person. -
"Yet you advocated It!"
"Yes. But I knew it was a forlorn
hope. The reforms most likely to
reeceed are those that make official
vacIneleit which the reformers can
te " --Washiegion Star.
15on't forget, please. Mrs. Ana-
tin's Pancake flour beet of all. *At
grocers.
---f4eore cards for the game Flee
Hendren for sale at The Sun ofile4
it 28e.
Next to the tttnesbn river, Lit Plate
Itthrus file frosterst 'expanse of -tong-
110 JO; VARIES
ON BATTLESHIPS
Advocated By Rear Admiral
Converse
Suggests Clu*Oes in Rules Proms&
thou to Prevent "Hump" in
Navy.
EASIER TERMS FOR SAUATIS.
Washington, Jan, 2.--In his an-
nual report as chief of the bureau of
_netvigation, Rear Admiral Converse
!lade theetartling suggestion of the
withdrawal of marines from the ships,
of the navy, Thee, proposal will prob-
ably precipitate a lively discussion.
"Many of our ships of war do not
carry marines," Admiral Converse
writes, "And has been a matter of
deep consider ion to the bureau
whether it would not add to the effi-
ciency of the naval service :.It marines
were withdrawn from mor'e or all of
our vessels."
The withdrawal of marines from
ships and the addition of a similar
number of bluejackets would, the bu-
reau believes, ad,d materially to the
efficiency of a Ship's crew by the in-
crease in the number of bluejackets
available for general duties.
The recognized value of marines
for manning the naval bases in our
insular possessions, and for service
as expeditionary forces in emergencies
will perham add weight to the bu-
reau's statement of -present conditions.
Whether the marine corps Will be
willing- to take advantage of the
larger opportunity offered them in our
insular possessions is yet to be ascer-
tained,
Rules for Promotion.
,As a means of producing more
thorough knowledge of -an officer's
qualities at sea 'Admiral Converse pro-
pose , the -amendment of the regula-
tions so that "an officer shale not have
more than one examination for pro-
motion- unless the examining board
so \recommends; that officers found
not qualified for promotion for any
'reason may, be retired by the Pree-
dent at a rate of pay recommended
by the examining board, or may be
dropped, and in al letaminations that
the burden of proof shall test on the
officer to demonstrate his fitness for
promotion."
Admiral Converse believes it will
be necessary within a few years to
prevent a serious "hump" in the navy
-to reduce the number of midshipmen
-admitted to the naval academy.
- That enlisted atrerremlay be given
additional opportunitlea for rising
from the ranks, he recommends that
a lower standard be estairtistrect-
which warrant officersateho fail In ex-
aminations for promotion to ensigns
in the regular line of promotion may,
if they reach the, standard, be com-
missioned as ensigns and- employed
by the department in suitable duties.
The Converse plan would not lower
this examination, but would give op-
portunities to Chose unable to meet
its requirements.
WHY
Should your baby suffer? Wheo he is
fretful and restless, don't experiment
on him and use any old thing your
neighbor recommends. Buy a bottle of
White's Creva. Verinifuge, greatest
known wortff`medielne and cure for all
children's diseases, It Is mild in its
action, builds; up the system, makes
thin, puny babies Mrs. J. V.
Smith, Tampa, Fla., writes. -"My baby
was thin and sickly, could not retain
its (trod and cried all night. I used
one bottle of Whltalt Cream Vermlfuge
and in a few days baby was laughing
hatittr and we'll,"
Sold by all druggists.
Golden Grain.
The department of agriculture
timates our cereal crop for the enfr-
rent year at approximately 1,000,-
000,000 bushels. This incledee corn,
wheat, rye, oats, barley, flaxseed,
liuckeebeat and rice, Its production
involved the cultivation of nearly
300,000 square miles of land. The
value of the, products is about $2,-
004),0-00,0*. It would take all .t.h
gold we have dug in 30 years to pay
for this single year's crop of cereals.
It has been a fat year. Little wonder
that there isea railway car shortage!
—New York Stan.
There Is many a men in this world
today whose sueetsfst memory Is the
word of encouragement that came
when he nvoAt needed It.
Oak Dale Hotel
Brcecokport,
hiss $1 a Day. 'Irerpfloiag 01.
ists. J & lactose Puirlitrest
DRAUGHON'S
aithithe44,
(incorporated,)
f096411, 311-316 worm, sit SASIVILLE
fly (lettere/ is la suite. poistheirt es
us ninmtj 
alt. 5111 trawl • Mt
DEll A in
affron's vHS VINT. can or use for
catalogue.
_ALWAYS SURE
or SUCCESS
When HI-LO Baking Powder is used.
This uncommon grade costs four-
fifths less than any other high
grade baking powder, without the
**entice of a single desirable
feature.
Its purity is undoubtable. and a single
teaspoonful into a quart of flour will
convince you Of its eaceptional quality.
Protected in moist proof,,,., its strength
never varies, and failures are im-
possible.
Conforms with all ours food laws.
State sod National.
Its hoilest pr:oe -A DIME A POUND
-commends it as the -economy of the
Al your grocer's.
q0NTIMENTAL BASING IPOWDER CO
Niukrille. • - • Tresessee
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH ANN
CAIRO LIMN.
(ineorporatelL)'
livanerville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily elmeept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Brans-
vine and way landings at 11 a. 1:12.
Special excursion rate now in If.
/stet from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.
STEAMER DPCK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. in. sharp, daily ex-
cept Sunday. Special excueion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table an-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Peas. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's once.
Both phones No. 33.
ET. LOITIS AND TENNESSElif
JOIN= PACKET COM:PANT
FOR TENNESSEE
STEAMER CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Tennessee Rives
Every Wednesday at 4 p. ma.
A. W. WRIGHT 
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company Is not responsible
for invoice charges unless eallecte4
by the clerk of the boat.
..NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers ad by
the East Tennessee Telep Com-
pany today:
fro 4-C— , J. W., Hite
k levi Hs. --
1156-4-- , J. A., Benton
road.
1654;2—Rodgers, F. F., R. F. D.
NO.
216G-a---GrLm, Tony, Lone Oak.
629-a—Cha rite' Club, Kentucky
venue.
We have In the city otter 3,00e sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it wild
place a telephone In your residence
at. thesame rate the Independent (WM
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facht-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from yout
home.
Call 300 for runner information.
NEW STATE BOTEL
D. A. Balky, Prop,
METROPOLIS. ILL.
Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates $2.00, Two large sample
rooms. Bath rooms. Blects ic
lignts. The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
Counercial Pianos's. Sieligitsde
buy Mammen, Jr.
buoYed to Mid sod Irotscky
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legs
•efe t.thrisr. Wrrtylr • inantlit
- • --•
Subscribe for '11w Stut,
PAGE Eiciwr.
NO RACE SUICIDE
UNDER THIS JUN
Graduated Subsidy For The
Mothers in Chicago
Bonus, Sufficient to Make Family
Worth While and. Organization
Complete.
IFOR TWINS AND TRIPLETS.
Chicago, Ill:, Jan 2.— President
Roosevelt's anerace-suicide heories
are to receive the hearty indorsemen
of Chicago's union labor.
An organization is being e
which will place a premiu
birth.
One hundred doll
to the wife of eac
sociation at t
Should
ts to be paid
ember of the a,s-
irh of a child.
stork leave twins at
the home of a union man the prem-
ium he raised to $250, and 25001
Will be paid cheerfully in the event of
triplets.
There sic two objects of the pro-
posed lieneficiary organisaion one of
which Is to insure the falter and
mother of a ststed sum at a time
when It is greatly needed, and the
other Is one which ints back of it pure
ly union principles—to remove wo-
men from the field of labor and place
them where they rightfully belong,
in their homes.
"There are many single unie men
working alongside union wo en, who
would marry if they fe they; could
afford to accept t ponsibilities
that go wifh the r ring of a family,"
said one of th nterested union men
today.
"Wit amen take's -from the field
pl.ac will be ouen for men at hotter
w• es. That is one vital question
tech we believe cat! be solved in no
other 'way. In order to take women
out of -the labor field men must marry
them and furnish them ticanes.'
Reasons—"Hesoered me his hand
and fortune." "Did you accept?"
"No, the one was too big and the
other too small."—Nos Leosirs.
Posf Thrown Into Confusion by
-V Girl Chased by Angry Cow—Horrors!
Vallejo Cal., Jan. 2.—Have yciu
.ever been chased by a raging cow'?
Well, don't let it occur, for If Yee
happen to be a pretty girl arta hap-
pen to take refuge in a stable with
a spring lock you may happen to
have the whole naval force of Mare
Island and the Vallejo police franti-
cally searching the tales for your
dead body. The newspapers may
print canary colored stories of the
disappearance and suicide and—and
—0i, ycri, yol! By no means permit
a dyspeptic bovine to pnreue you.
If some greaLgenius with a twin
sense of romance and realism 'were
to relate the thrilling events which
convulsed this town the other night
he might proceed In this fashion:
Elizabeth Keith Pond was the at-
tractive daughter of Commander
Pond and the niece of William
Keith, the artist. Her betrothal to
Dr. Francis M. Shook of the medical
corps, had been ammonnceel. On the
day our story opens her parents liad
gone on a long journey to Oakland,
and the lovely girt was left alone in
the house, In order that our readers
may not be kept In slispense it may
be said at stare that Elizabeth loved
homes, but cows—Graclous!
As the mellow glow of twilight
wrapped the hills of Senate) in tender
glory Elizabeth slipped softly out of
the old home and hurried along to
feed her horse--this being Mare Is-
land, you understand. She- caroled
gayly, with no thought of impending
danger. As she neared the stable a
great beast reared its ungainly shape
before her. It wa,s a covi! "O-r-r-r!"
growled the cow, pawing the helpless
earth in terrible rage. "Oof, oof!"
barked the bovine, but Elizabeth had
not etoptfed to listen.
With a blind and primordial in-
stinct for self-preservation she -rushed
toward the, stable. The door yawned
opened.- She leaped in just in time
and swung 'the heavy panel shut.
Meet The spring lock caught and
Elisabeth was a prisoner. Ah!
The Ponds resumed from Oakland,
but the house was dark. Both had a
strange intuition that Elizabeth was
missing. Alas, she was. Horrors! Im-
mediately the alarm was sounded.
Doughty officera-with grim lips buck-
led on their swords. Swarthy seamen
polished their small arms. Scooting'
squads were sent scurrying aboat in
the dnrkness. In vain! The police
were appealed to while the reserves
stood by to repel reporters. Al! that
long, dull, dreary night the -frenzied
search continued.
As th people of the post mot the
sickly dawn In haggard groups they
descried a Alight figure in the dist-
ance. As it approached it assumed
the form and ,features of Elizabeth.
Elizabeth! There were a few ',hive
of straw on her skirt, a few tears
upon her cheek, but a happy smile
upon her lips. Ati!
--7-771111110157 NOT QUITE.
4
sees - ---
Angelina' "If I were to die tomorrow, dear, would you be very much
Edwin: "Lahould nearly go mad."
Angelina: "Would you marry -airainr
Edwint "No.1 shouldn't be quite seined se thati"'
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The happiest New Year of your life to you;to
all of our friends and patrons. • We wish to
thank you for the appreciation you have
shown of our methods, our offerings and
our prices. 1906 has been the biggest year in
our history, and everything indicates that in
1907 we will do a still larger business. You
have appreciated us, therefore we1. have
grown. We thank you again and again.
As usual, this week, we are offering special inducements to buy; only as
this is the first week of the new year these inducements are extra,. special.
Rfiodes=73urford Company
112-114-116 North Fourth Street, Paducah, Ky.
IISW0WWW~ditei&Beqqaik
1 SMUGGLING PASTIME.
wyaiseebee
The customs authorities on the
Franco-Swie frontier are in despair
concerning Mlle. Marthe Rey, sepret-
ty woman who has adopted
sale smuggling as a pastime.
Mtle. Rey who is only twenty-four
years of age, and -wealthy lives at
Driye, a frontier village, in a charm-
ing villa -left her by her late father,
who was reputed to be a Frenel
Tiring of home life, Mlle. Rey de-
cided that pniuggling eas the most
exciting dlveraton she could find. To-
bluets mccharth and snuff were eery
dear in Haute Savoie, and very cheap
InGenera. It was easy to fill her
forty horse-power motor car with
contraband in Switzerland and then
dash across the 'frontier, selling it
at enhanced prices and giving the
roeeetts to the poor.
At first the scheme was highly
satisfactory. Mlle. Rey had several
narrow escapee from by the customs
Inepertors but this only added to the
attrosetion of the enterprise. On one
ups$r sooteion she was closely pursued by
indignant French officials, but her,
car oiedistaneed them, and-the con-
traband changed hands before they
recovered the trail.
CONDENSEDAITATEMENT OF
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS'
SAVINGS BANK
Paducah,- Kentucky
AT (i:LOSE OF BUSINESS DEcEmn EH, SI, DIM
RESOURCES.
Loans and diecounti....$194.363.97
Stocks and bond.'  2,000.00
Banking house, furniture
and armrest  9,080.17
h and exchange   56,709.95
Teta)   $262,154.09
the
Capital- stock 
Undivided profits
Deposits 
EOM
A divi lend of 2_ IsS per cent. was declared Out of the
Past six months and creditea to the stoeltiolders, Ayabtron demand.
• J. T., LAURIE Cashier.
Total .0
50,000.00
4,228.79
Misfortune came with a new chauf-
Nem however. The former one, a
nstddie aged man, became crippleA
with rheumatism in consequence of
his 'midnight journeys across the iron
tier and a substitute was engaged.
e was not expert In the art of smug
gling, and on the second trip the car
wee overhauled by the French au-
thoritiess'and the occupants arrested.
Mile. Rey who wore a smart Paris
costume, treated the matter as a Joke,
,lissid the exorbitant fines !mponed,
surrendered her contraband to get
another cargo.
Encouraged by this capture, how-
ever, the French guards increased
their vigilance, &nil tne motor car
was raptured a second and then a
third time.
On each orcasion Mile. Rey non-
ehabently signed checks for the
amounts of the heavily-increased
fines, and ironically cosnpitmented
Ithe authdritiee on their vigilance.
207,926.301 The third time she was warned
that het CST would be erinfitscated If
 i262,154,09
Ishe persisted in this form of 'mule-
went. Mile. Rey retorted that they
Iwould hili,P to catch her agein,Jindafter 'the usual formaditles of seizure
irk earnings of
-*ad #tueer-liad beet' orzocludert stael-
Bony. in_ Haute gaVOS., Mile. Rey
Pool'', hired a pair-horse infidel,. and
with her chauffeur drove bitet home,
.
C. 
SEMIANNUAL
ONE OF 1907'S
MEN50,08015
BEST
cuARANcE.SALE
OUTFITTFRS
OPPORTUNITIES
-
way
coats
flawless
Schaffner
known
you,
to
ductions
you
Lot
Lot
TODAY marks the beginning of th z; greatest price-reductionsale in our thi ty-eight years of buainew life. This
of turning stocks into cash. Men's and B.)ys' Suits,
and Raincoats are offered, including blues and blacks.
tailoring .which goes into the Atterbury System, the
& M irx and our other representative lines is so
that comment seems unnecessary. We wish to remind
however, that prompt selections are imperative if you
make your choice from more or less complete lines. The
are sweeping in the extreme, as you will realize
see the goods.
One—Men's and Young Men's Suits, Topcoats, Raincoa
ts and  $20Overcoats that sold for $40 00 and down now are..
, —
Two—Men's and Young Men's Suits, Topcoats, Overcoats 
Rit $15and‘ ncoats that sold for $25.00 and down are now
is
Over-
Hart,
wish
when
our
The
well
re-
1 00
1 50
Lot Three—Men's and Young Men's 'nits, Topcoats, Overcoats 
th $11and Raincoats at sol$,fort1.8.00 and down are now. - 1 75
Lot Four—Men's and Young Men's Suits, Topcoats, Overcoats
and Raincoats that sold for $12..50 and down are now.. _............_$8125
Lot Five—All Suits and Overcoats that sold for $650 and $7.50 S5I 50are included in this sale at the Remarkably Low Price...4. 
Strictly Cash iLthe Rule_ During. This Sal,.
-,,, •
\
leaving contraband behind valued at
120 pounds.
"My car is not fast enough," Mile.
Rey told the cttilef inspector at Sel-
ligny. "Now I Khali get a really big
one, By-and-by my ohluifeur will
know the 'toads better, and then—
we shall pee!
"Senugglirst is the finale Snort in
this dull world-V.—Kobe Chronicle.
Electricity in Bedrooms.
The Ingenuity of the electrician
seems to h, centering now on house-
hold affairs and convenienres for the
bedroom and toilet. -Aanottg some of
the new investtions are an electric
pad for heating the bed, which cer-
tainly is a gelis4 heal less trouble,even
If a little more axpeniitive than the old
taishimustil warming pad. Tie* titers
lite tiny electric beaters for curling
trona and shaving cues, smell elec-
tric stoves tor heatimg baby's milk
In the middle of the night right in
the table by the side of the crib.
dainty table lights in imitation of
candles, electric irons, which are al-
ways handy, in the sewing room, lit-
tle electric bulbs seleleh light sip the
face 6,? the clock fcir your Information
by the tottehing of a 'button while
you repose in bed, electric sweepers
and sewing machines: in fact, almost
everything chat the human mind can
conceive. But probably 20 years from
now they (will all be considered ordi-
nary, if not antiquated.--New York
Press.
Shooting Over 'Mee Fight.'
Chicago, Jan; 2.---Four men tapas-
vele& while discussing the Gana
german fieht on a Stt Paul trttin to-
. _Joao& Illonteilne pelted a
volver and shot Oscar Streets in the
afbdetnen The wolined men was
taken oq the train. Stentrino was
locked In the coach after he had
chested the other passengers, out. He
was brought to Chicago and loched
up.
General Booth's Tour.
London, Jan. 2.--4]eneral Booth.
of the Salvation Arms' will start the
middle of February tor a tour of the
world. He wilt go to New York and
thence to °anode.. He Will gall from
Seattle for Japan April 2. The re-
mainder of the trip is not planned.
Chases Robber and Is Killed.
New York, Jan. 2'.---After chasing
a robber, for a mile and cornering
him toddy. John Caney Farley wee
clubbed _by two footpads, who 's-
eeped. The victim eattatit recover.
Love ostin6t survive In the heart
that is peeking always its own inter-
ests.
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